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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The La Ronge Integrated Land Use Management Plan (the Plan) provides general direction for
land and resource management in the La Ronge Planning Area.  However, it does not apply to
either the reserve lands of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band or the municipal lands situated within
the corporate limits of the Northern Town of La Ronge and the Northern Village of Air Ronge.  A
cooperative approach has been taken to ensure that the policies and guidelines presented in
this Plan are complementary to the management and development needs of local communities. 

As a coordinating document, this Plan will not only provide a policy framework for land and
resource management, but it will also provide direction for public involvement; options for
resolving conflict among resource users; and conditions/criteria for monitoring and evaluating
the Plan’s effectiveness.  SE will be responsible for the administration and implementation of
the Plan.  SE will coordinate activities of the Local Advisory Board (LAB) consistent with its
mandate to manage, enhance and protect natural and environmental resources.  GRAA will be
responsible for the implementation of land use policy in the Plan through the establishment of
an Advisory Northern Planning Commission (ANPC),  Land Use Plan and development controls
under The Planning and Development Act, 1983.  GRAA will coordinate the activities of the
ANPC consistent with its role to support community planning and development for northern
communities. 

The Plan has been prepared to address the increasing demand on the area’s land and
resources that are of importance not only to the La Ronge area, but also to the province as a
whole. The Plan considers all uses and values in developing land use strategies and attempts
to minimize conflict among users.  The diversity and productive capacity of all components of
the land base must be maintained, while still using resources to provide a wide range of
environmental, social, and economic benefits.

The Plan’s goal is “to manage the use of the land and renewable and non-renewable resources
of the La Ronge Planning Area in an integrated and environmentally sound manner to ensure
ecological, economic, and social benefits for present and future generations”.  The intent of this
Plan is to provide a sound policy document that provides direction for land and resource
management that better meet the needs of the La Ronge area.  The management strategies
presented in the Plan have been developed by combining both scientific and local knowledge of
the land and resources of the La Ronge area.  A review process was conducted to allow
members of the public and government staff with the opportunity to provide comments and
points of clarification regarding the content of this document.   

This Plan has been developed according to the principles of integrated resource
management.  Planning and management decisions have been made by looking at the health
of the whole ecosystem and its various components — soil, water, plants, animals, and man —
to meet a variety of environmental, social, and economic needs.  Integrated resource
management allows for a broad range of land and resource uses, and gives all affected parties
the opportunity to be informed and involved in management planning.  Economic development
opportunities tied to sustainable land and resource use and environmentally sound practices as
well as the protection of the ecosystem are key elements of proposed management strategies
and recommendations. 
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The management strategies presented in Chapter 4 address the following areas of concern: 
C Environmental Quality;
C Traditional Land Use;
C Wildlife Management; 
C Forestry;
C Mineral Exploration and Mine Development;
C Sand and Gravel Exploration and Development;
C Commercial, Industrial, Agricultural, Recreational,

and Residential Development;
C Recreation;
C Tourism;
C Economic Development; and
C Compensation.

Chapter 5 presents the management strategies for the implementation and administration of
this land use Plan.  These strategies address the following:  

(1) Cabinet approval of the Plan; 
(2) Continuance of the Local Advisory Board; 
(3) Establishment of an Advisory Northern Planning Commission;
(4) Inter-department support and resources;
(5) Monitoring of the Plan and Policy Action Items; and
(6) Review of the Plan.

This management plan has a 5-year time frame that will commence once this document
receives final approval.  At the end of this five year period, the Plan will be reviewed and revised 
to meet the changing needs of the La Ronge Planning Area.

The local advisory board will remain in place and will focus on the broader resource
management issues, policies, guidelines and action items provided in the Plan.  The Advisory
Northern Planning Commission(ANPC), will focus on land use policy issues with the
development of an Advisory Northern Planning Commission Land Use Plan and development
controls that are consistent with the Plan. 

A key component of integrated resource management is the involvement of the public in the
development and implementation of management strategies for land and resource use and
protection.  Public participation has helped to ensure that the Plan meets the needs of the
people in the planning area.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The La Ronge Planning Area covers approximately 66,700 hectares (ha) in north central
Saskatchewan (See Figure 1-1).  The land and natural resources of this area are used for a
variety of purposes, including tourism, outdoor recreation, trapping, subsistence hunting and
fishing, forestry, and mineral exploration.  Residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural
development have also occurred.  A wide range of values and benefits, such as those of an
ecological, aesthetic, cultural, spiritual, scientific, or economic nature, are derived from the
presence and use of this land and its many resources. 

The residents of the La Ronge Planning Area recognize the need for the development and
implementation of a management framework that will guide decision-making for land and
renewable resource use.  They also understand that the natural environment must be
protected, while at the same time, still allow for development opportunities that will enhance the
social and economic well-being of the area.  The demand for land and natural resources is
increasing in the planning area.  Such factors as population growth, community expansion,
economic opportunities, and environmental protection interests are intensifying this demand.  A
land use management plan will allow for orderly, sustainable, and environmentally sensitive
development.

As an introduction to the La Ronge Integrated Land Use Management Plan (the Plan), the
intent of Chapter 1 is to provide an overview of the contents of this document.  This chapter
highlights the purpose and format of this Plan, outlines its goals, objectives, and principles while
orienting the reader to both the planning and public involvement processes that have been
followed.

1.1  Purpose of This Management Plan
The purpose of the Plan is to provide general direction for the management of the provincial
Crown land and renewable resources found in the La Ronge Planning Area.  As a coordinating
document, this Plan will not only provide a framework for land and renewable resource
management, but it will also provide direction for such management concerns as public
involvement, options for resolving conflict among resource users, and the development of
strategies for monitoring and evaluating the Plan’s effectiveness.  

The Plan addresses the increasing demand on the area’s provincial Crown land and renewable
resources that are of importance not only to the La Ronge area, but also to the province as a
whole. The Plan will consider all uses and values in developing land use strategies and attempt
to minimize conflict among users.  If area residents and other individuals are to continue to
receive multiple benefits from the planning area, all of its land and resources must be managed
in a sustainable and environmentally sensitive fashion.  Thus, implying that the diversity and
productive capacity of all components of the land base must be maintained, while still using
resources to provide a wide range of environmental, social, and economic benefits.

This land use Plan has been developed according to the principles of integrated resource
management.  Planning decisions have been made by looking at the health of the whole 
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ecosystem and its various components — soil, water, plants, animals, and man — to meet a
variety of environmental, social, and economic needs.  Integrated resource management
basically allows for a broad range of resource uses, and gives all affected parties the
opportunity to be informed and involved in management planning.  Economic development
opportunities tied to sustainable resource use and environmentally sound practices and, also,
the protection of the ecosystem are key elements of proposed management strategies and
recommendations.

This Plan will be reviewed on an ongoing basis, incorporating new information, technology and
continuously changing needs of the planning area.  The Plan has a 5-year time frame that will
commence once this document receives final approval.  An annual report will be produced and
distributed outlining adopted changes from the past year.  The document will be revised
according to the information presented in the annual reports on a five year basis.

1.2  Application of the Land Use Management Plan
The Plan applies to all provincial Crown land and renewable resources found within the
boundaries of the planning area.  It also addresses private titled land, the Napatak, Potato
Lake, and Eagle Point subdivisions, and the Lamp Lake and Rabbit Creek special management
areas.  While the Plan’s guidelines do not address the specific management needs of either
private titled land or the individual subdivisions and special management areas, it provides a
mechanism for coordinating the management of these areas with that of the larger planning
area.  The Plan also does not apply to either the reserve lands of the Lac La Ronge Indian
Band or the municipal lands situated within the corporate limits of the Northern Town of La
Ronge and the Northern Village of Air Ronge.  However, a cooperative approach has been
taken to ensure that the guidelines presented in this Plan are complementary to the
management and development needs of these local communities.  Subsurface Crown rights
and associated non-renewable resources are also exempted from this Plan and will continue to
be administered by Saskatchewan Industry and Resources.

This Plan acknowledges the following legal Implications:  

C This Plan is a policy plan and is subject to the express acknowledgment that it does not
override existing provincial law or legislation.  Where this Plan is inconsistent with
provincial legislation or regulations, the existing legislation or regulations continue to
govern.  Approval of the Plan does not elevate the Plan's legal status beyond what the
relevant legislation has conferred.

C This Plan is not intended to add to or detract from existing Aboriginal or Treaty rights of
the Aboriginal peoples of Canada that are recognized and affirmed by section 35 of the
Constitution Act, 1982. 

C The implementation of any part of this Plan is subject to annual government budgeting
approval procedures as set out in The Financial Administration Act, 1993 and any other
relevant statute or regulation.  This Plan does not override, fetter or avoid such
government budgeting processes.  

C Nothing in this alters the legislative authority of the provincial Legislature or the
regulation-making power of executive government, including the authority to manage,
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conserve and regulate natural resources.  The Plan does not affect the ability of the
Government of Saskatchewan to enforce the provisions of provincial legislation or
regulations within Saskatchewan in any manner nor to the extent considered
appropriate.  Nothing in this Plan repeals, abolishes or detracts from the exercise of any
statutory power of the Government of Saskatchewan.

C This Plan is intended to respect the principles of administrative law.  The Plan is not
intended to be used or interpreted in such a way as to fetter the Minister's discretion or
delegate the Minister's authority beyond the level authorized pursuant to existing
legislation.

C This Plan does not remove the requirement to obtain licences, permits or other
government authorizations which may be required pursuant to any legislation.  This Plan
does not affect or replace the environmental assessment requirements which may be
triggered on a particular development by The Environmental Assessment Act.

C Various land use and management plans and/or guidelines have already been
developed for a number of subdivisions and special management areas found within the
boundaries of the planning area.  These areas include the Potato Lake Rural Residential
Subdivision and the Lamp Lake, Rabbit Creek, and Hives Lake Special Management
Areas.

1.3  Management Plan Format
The format used to organize this document provides an overview of the general management
requirements of the provincial Crown land and renewable resources found in the planning area.  
This plan does not provide the level of detail that is presented in management tools such as
provincial policy and legislation, disposition agreements, and more detailed plans such as
ecosystem and vegetation management plans.  The intent has been to create a management
plan that can be used not only by land and resource managers, but also by members of the
general public.  This plan has been organized into the following sections:

MANAGEMENT PLAN

Chapter 1: As an introductory section, Chapter 1 is intended to provide a brief
overview of the Plan.

Chapter 2: This chapter is a description of the goals, objectives and
principles of this Plan.

Chapter 3: The land use management zones that have been established in
the La Ronge Planning Area are presented.  This chapter also
introduces the zoning framework that has been used to identify
these zones and the related general activity guidelines. 

Chapter 4: This chapter is the core component of this Plan.  It highlights the
management strategies — management policies, guidelines and
action items — that have been developed by the Local Advisory
Board for land and resource use in the planning area.
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Chapter 5: An overview is provided on administration of this Plan, the role of
the Local Advisory Board and the establishment of an Advisory
Northern Planning Commission to oversee the implementation,
monitoring, and evaluation of this Plan.

Chapter 6: This chapter outlines those action items presented in Chapter 4
that are intended to be completed during the first year of
implementation.  This section will be updated during the annual
review process.  

Chapter 7: This final chapter describes the public involvement and planning
processes that have been used in the development of this Plan.

BACKGROUND

Chapter 1: This chapter provides a general description of the planning area.

Chapter 2: A description of the ecological and natural resources of the
planning area.

Chapter 3: An overview of existing resource use and values.

Chapter 4: A description of existing Crown land use dispositions.

Chapter 5: Recent population statistics are presented.

Chapter 6: This chapter provides a brief historical background of the planning
area.

APPENDICES

Thirteen appended documents that support the development and contents of this
Plan and form a part of it.

1.4  Public Involvement and Planning Processes
Public involvement has been an important component of the process used to develop this Plan. 
The La Ronge Local Advisory Board was established to work, in an advisory capacity, with the
provincial government to prepare this document.  This Advisory Board consisted of
representatives from local municipal and First Nations communities, the Metis Nation of
Saskatchewan, local environmental and recreation organizations, and the tourism, mining,
forestry, and sand and gravel industries.  A Planning Secretariat was also established.  This
secretariat consisted of representatives of the Town of La Ronge, Government Relations and
Aboriginal Affairs, Industry and Resources, and Environment.  The Planning Secretariat was
responsible for organizing Advisory Board meetings, conducting open houses for the public,
and compiling the Plan.  

A number of other provincial government departments and staff provided the necessary
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expertise when the Local Advisory Board addressed specific topics, including those such as
fisheries, woodland caribou management, mineral exploration and mine development, and
forestry.  

The basic planning process that was used to develop the Plan consists of the following steps:
(1) initiating the plan; (2) developing the plan; (3) finalizing the plan; (4) implementing the plan;
and (5) monitoring the plan.  The participation of the public is required in the successful
achievement of each of these steps.  Chapter 7 provides a more detailed discussion about how
this planning process was adapted to the La Ronge planning process and how public
involvement was, and will continue to be, a constant contributing factor throughout this planning
effort. 
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Chapter 2

 Goals, Objectives, and Principles of the Management Plan

The foundation, or basis, of this Plan is composed of various components, including an overall
goal and various objectives and principles.  The overall goal provides the broad general
direction for the Plan, while the objectives are more specific in nature and provide greater focus
as to the expected results of the land use planning process.  Principles are basic beliefs that
guide the decision-making efforts for land and resource management.  Table 2-1 presents the
goal and objectives of the Plan, while Table 2-2 outlines the Plan’s principles.

Table 2-1

Plan Goal and Objectives

Plan Goal:  To manage the use of land and renewable and non-renewable resources of the La
Ronge Planning Area in an integrated and environmentally sound manner to ensure ecological,
economic, and social benefits for present and future generations.

  

Plan Objectives:  The Plan will:
  

C Develop clear land use management guidelines and actions that allow for controlled,
orderly development.  These guidelines will specify the following: (1) what uses are
allowed; (2) where these uses are allowed; and (3) development limits.

  

C Apply the principles of integrated resource management to all resource management
activities in the planning area.

  

C Seek to maintain the health of the area's ecosystems by making sure that:
     - renewable resource uses are sustainable;

- non-renewable resource uses are environmentally sound;
- biological diversity is maintained; and
- negative effects from all uses are minimized.

  

C Promote the integration of planning processes between the existing jurisdictions in and
adjacent to the planning area.

  

C Work toward resolving conflicts among users.  User education, negotiation, and
separation of incompatible land uses are some options to be considered.

  

C Provide a mechanism for public input into implementation of this Plan.
  

C Develop standards to review and evaluate existing and future land uses.
 

C Develop inventories of ecologically representative or unique species and important
cultural, heritage, and recreational sites.

  

C Provide mechanisms and procedures to implement, evaluate, and revise the Plan from
time to time.
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Table 2-2

Plan Principles

The Plan will:

C Consider all values when making management decisions.  Values may include,
but are not limited to, ecological, social, economic, cultural, and spiritual. 

C Promote the needs and wishes of the people and communities living in and
adjacent to the planning area and, in general, the people of Saskatchewan.

C Respect the rights of Aboriginal people and all stakeholders

C Support land and resource uses that are environmentally, economically, and
socially sustainable.

C Recognize and be consistent with current legislation and policies, and
recommend changes where appropriate.

C Be flexible to adapt, when required, to new circumstances and information.
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Chapter 3

LAND USE MANAGEMENT ZONES

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the land use management zones that
have been identified in the La Ronge Planning Area.  A brief discussion is also presented on
the framework that has been used to establish these zones. 

Zoning is a planning tool that is used to divide a larger defined area into smaller areas (i.e., land
use management zones), each of which reflects different resource values, uses, and
management needs.  Figure 3-1 provides an overview of the specific land use management
zones that have been identified in the La Ronge Planning Area.

3.1 Zoning Framework
These land use management zones have been developed using a zoning framework that
consists of different categories of zones.  Each category or type of zone plays its own unique
role in the overall achievement of the goals and objectives of this Plan.  Land use management
zones generally indicate where certain activities may or may not take place.  Zoning is also
intended to minimize conflicts between non-compatible users and to ensure that, where
activities occur, ecosystem health is maintained.  A zoning framework also assists in ensuring
that social, economic, and environmental benefits are optimized when allocation decisions are
made about the use of land and resources. 

A zoning framework is a management tool that is “generic” in nature.  That is, the same zoning
framework can be used for different planning areas by “customizing” that framework to address
the unique management and planning needs of an individual planning area.  The zoning
framework that has been used for this Plan consists of the following zone categories: 

CCCC Sensitive Resource Zones
CCCC Resource Lands Zones
CCCC Future Community Expansion Zones
CCCC Developed Areas
C Protection Zones and Sites

Appendix 4 provides an overview of this zoning framework.  Details are presented regarding the
purpose of each type of zone and the general guidelines regarding the type of activities that are
allowed or prohibited in each zone. 

3.2 Zones Identified in the La Ronge Planning Area
The zoning framework provided in this plan will provide a basis for the management of the area
and the development of land use policies and development controls to be established for the
ANPC.  The review and revision of land use designations and policy will be coordinated by
GRAA in conjunction with SE, cottager associations and land owners based on this plan.
  

3.2.1 Sensitive Resource Zones
Sensitive resource zones are those areas consisting of natural and cultural resources
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that are sensitive to disturbance.  Any development or activity that would occur in a
sensitive resource zone would require special precautions or constraints to minimize any
impact on resources.  

The sensitive resource zones that have been identified in the La Ronge Planning Area
include the following: 

3.2.1.1  Woodland Caribou Sensitive Resource Zone
< approximately 16,880 ha (15,400 ha of land and 1,480 ha of water) of

woodland caribou habitat that surrounds Hives Lake; this area extends
from the south shore of Nemeiben Lake to the north shore of Egg Lake

3.2.1.2  Aesthetic Sensitive Resource Zones
< areas identified to preserve scenic value from both land and water

viewpoints
< such zones are found at Munroe Peninsula on Nemeiben Lake and areas

of variable width along the highways and main roads of the planning area

3.2.1.3  Riparian Sensitive Resource Zones
< areas or buffers, of variable width found along shoreline areas of water

bodies located throughout the planning area
< transition areas between aquatic and terrestrial habitat

3.2.2  Resource Lands Zones
Resource lands zones are those areas that will allow sustainable and integrated
development of a variety of activities and developments.  The management objective of
this zone category is to accommodate environmentally sound ventures by providing
direction and guidance that reduces or eliminates conflict and negative environmental
impact.  The majority of the planning area has been zoned as resource lands. 

3.2.3  Future Community Expansion Zones
Future community expansion zones are those areas that have been identified for
possible future expansion of local First Nations and municipal communities.  The
management objective for these zones is to ensure that potential development on
provincial Crown land does not compromise the future expansion of these local
communities.  

The future community expansion zones that are included in Figure 3-1 have been
identified by the three local communities — the Lac La Ronge Indian Band; the Northern
Village of Air Ronge; and the Northern Town of La Ronge — situated within the
boundaries of the planning area.



Figure 3-1 Land use planning zones and existing uses.
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3.2.4 Developed Areas
Developed areas are those land use management zones that allow for the recognition
and accommodation of compatible development in existing and future subdivisions and,
also, private parcels of land found in the planning area.  Developed areas does not refer
to any land situated within the boundaries of the communities of La Ronge, Air Ronge,
or the Lac La Ronge Indian Band.  The intent of this type of land use management zone
is twofold: (1) To provide for the development of local land use controls, which would be
consistent with the management strategies of this Plan, for each developed area; and
(2) To direct all new residential development in the planning area away from unoccupied
provincial Crown land to these developed areas.  

Developed areas, as identified below, are mainly privately owned lands but do include
provincial Crown land.  Developed areas found within the planning area, and that are all
accessible from Highway #2, include the following:  

3.2.4.1  Napatak Recreation Subdivision
< Recreation subdivision situated on the west shore of Lac La Ronge.
< Based on an existing land use scheme for this area, there are a total of

215 lots:  213 residential lots and 2 commercial lots.
< A number of vacant lots exist in this area. 
< The Napatak Cottage Owners’ Association represents the interests of

Napatak residents.

Management Objectives:  
1. To recognize that this developed area is to be used primarily for seasonal

and residential purposes and associated recreational activities with
limited commercial opportunities to provide support for local residents
and should be compatible with the overall goal, objectives, and principles
of the Plan.

2. To protect this developed area from encroachment by potentially
conflicting land uses.  

3.2.4.2  Lamp Lake Special Management Area
< Located approximately 5 km north west of the Town of La Ronge
< The original intent of this area was to provide opportunities for agricultural

development.
< Two residential leases, 1 institutional lease,  and 1 agricultural lease are

found in this area.  
< A local homeowners’ association does not exist.

Management Objectives:
1. To recognize this developed area as suitable for limited agricultural,

institutional and residential development that is compatible with the
overall goal, objectives, and principles of the Plan.

2. To protect this developed area from encroachment by potentially
conflicting land uses. 
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3.2.4.3  Rabbit Creek Special Management Area
< Agricultural area situated approximately 20 km south of La Ronge.
< The entire area consists of provincial Crown land.  
< 16 possible lease sites have been identified, all of which have not been

legally surveyed; as of Fall 2000, 5 of these sites have been leased.

Management Objectives:
1. To recognize this developed area as an area suitable for small scale

agricultural development that is compatible with the overall goal,
objectives, and principles of the Plan.

2. To protect this developed area from encroachment by potentially
conflicting land uses.  

 3.2.4.4  Potato Lake Rural Residential Subdivision
< Subdivision located south of the Town of La Ronge on the west shore of

Potato Lake.
< All land, with the exception of municipal and environmental reserves, is

privately owned.
< Forty-four lots exist in this development. 
< An existing land use plan allocates land in the area for rural residential,

commercial, institutional, and agricultural purposes; changes have
occurred in land use since this original land use scheme was developed.

< A local homeowners’ association has been established.

Management Objectives:  
1. This developed area is to be used primarily for residential purposes and

associated activities.  However, limited commercial, institutional, and
agricultural uses that provide support for local residents and that are
compatible with the overall goal, objectives, and principles of the Plan
may be allowed.

2. To protect this developed area from encroachment by potentially
conflicting land uses. 

4.2.3.5  Eagle Point Subdivision
< Residential subdivision located along the eastern boundary of the Town

of La Ronge and on the north-west shore of McGibbon Bay on Lac La
Ronge.

< All land, with the exception of municipal and environmental reserves, is 
privately owned.

< Development has 61 lots: 59 residential and 2 commercial lots. 
< Two areas have been set aside for recreational development (e.g., Eagle

Point Golf Course). 
<<<< A local homeowners’ association does not exist.

Management Objectives:
1. To recognize this subdivision as a developed area being suitable for

residential, commercial, and recreational development that is compatible
with the overall goal, objectives, and principles of the Plan.
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2. To protect this developed area from encroachment by potentially
conflicting land uses. 

3.2.4.6  Private Titled Land
< Various private parcels of land, which are not situated within the

boundaries of First Nation, municipal communities or any of the five
existing subdivisions, are found throughout the La Ronge Planning Area.

< Four parcels of privately owned land (3 residential; 1 commercial) are
situated within the planning area, but are not found within the boundaries
of any of the local communities or subdivisions. 

< In total, these four parcels cover an area of 6.456 hectares.

Management Objectives:
1. To regulate use of private parcels of land to ensure compatibility with

surrounding land uses and the management strategies of the Plan. 
2. To protect these parcels of land from encroachment by potentially

conflicting land uses.

3.2.5  Protected Zones and Sites
Protected zones and sites are management areas and sites with the greatest degree
of restrictions on use to ensure the highest degree of protection or preservation of
significant, unique, endangered or rare natural and cultural resources.  The objective of
this type of zone is to avoid disturbance of the significant, unique, endangered, or rare
resources.  Examples of protected zones or sites include the following:  

C areas of cultural significance such as archaeological sites, burial sites,
and historical sites and trails;

C environmentally unique areas; and
C areas proven to contain endangered species. 

Protected zones or sites have not yet been identified in the planning area.  As such
zones or sites are identified, they will be incorporated into this Plan. 

3.3 Activity Guidelines
The zoning framework presented in Appendix 4 outlines the general activity guidelines for each
zone category.  These guidelines provide a general indication of the types of activities and
developments that are allowed or prohibited in each of the different types of zones.  These
general activity guidelines have been applied to each of the land use management zones
identified in the La Ronge Land Use Planning Area.  

Table 3-1 provides a summary of the allowed activities and uses that have been identified for
these specific land use management zones.  A portion of Table 3-1 is dedicated to the
developed areas of Rabbit Creek, Potato Lake, Lamp Lake, Napatak, and Eagle Point.
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      TABLE 3-1 Land Use Management Zones 

Sensitive Resource Zones Developed Areas*Future 
Community Resource Protection
Expansion Lands Zone or
Zone Zone Site

Activities Caribou Aesthetic Riparian Napatak Lamp Rabbit Potato Eagle Titled
Habitat Lake Creek   Lake Point Land

Agricultural N N N N N N PR PR PR N N N

Commercial ( E.g., Permanent Structure Developments) N N N CU CU PR N N PR PR CU N

Institutional N N N CU CU N PR N PR N CU N

Industrial CU CU CU CU CU N N N N N CU N

Institutional Activities CU CU CU CU CU N PR N A N CU N

Residential Development (See Chapter 4 for the Management Strategies provided for N N N N N A;PR PR PR A A A N
Development Issues for information on the specific type of residential development that can or
cannot occur in the Developed Areas Zones)

Road, Trail, Utility Development and Permanent Access CU CU CU CU CU A PR PR A A PR N

Sand or Gravel Development CU CU CU CU CU N N N N CU PR N

Shoreline Development CU CU CU CU CU CU CU NA CU CU CU CU

Traditional Resource Use (cabins) CU CU CU CU PR N N N A N N N

Wild Rice Production CU CU CU CU CU NA PR NA NA NA NA N

Mineral Exploration with Significant Environmental Impacts CU CU CU PR PR CU CU CU CU CU CU N

Mine Development and Operation EIS EIS EIS EIS EIS EIS EIS EIS EIS EIS EIS N

Commercial Harvesting Non-timber Forest Products PR PR PR PR PR PR PR PR N PR PR N 

Timber Harvesting CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU N CU CU N

Timber Renewal Programs ( E.g. Reforestation) CU CU CU CU CU CU CU CU A CU CU N 

Own Use Harvesting Non-timber Forest Products A A A A A A A A A A A N

Commercial Outdoor Recreation ( E.g. Outfitting and Eco-tourism) A A A A A A A A N A A CU

Dispersed Outdoor Recreation ( E.g. Hiking, Camping, Skiing) A A A A A A A A A A A CU

Sustainable Hunting , Trapping and Fishing A A A A A N A A NA N A A

Environmental Education, Research Monitoring, and Surveys CU CU CU CU CU NA NA NA A NA NA CU

Heavy Equipment Use During Caribou Calving Season (April 15 - June 15) N NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

All Mineral Exploration Activities Within Known, Well-defined Caribou Calving Areas (April 1
- June 30) N NA NA NA  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

           *The acceptable activities  for developed areas may be expanded on  by adoption of 
specific land use controls in each of the developed areas.  The area land use controls
may be more restrictive than outlined in this table.  Further information on acceptable
activities and land use management strategies for these developed areas is presented in
Section 4 (See Development Issues).

        A - Allowed Activities : PR- Permit Required:   CU- Permit Required with Discretionary Approval:    NA- Not Applicable :  N - Not Allowed:    EIS- Environmental Impact Statement
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Chapter 4

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

This Chapter of the Plan presents the management strategies developed by the La Ronge
Local Advisory Board to address provincial Crown land and renewable resource management in
the planning area.  Management strategies are also provided in this chapter for deeded lands. 
These management strategies have been developed in accordance with this Plan’s overall goal,
objectives, and principles presented in Chapter 2 and, also, the land use management zones
introduced in Chapter 3.  The Advisory Board members worked cooperatively to understand
differing perspectives on land and resource management and to arrive at, using consensus-
based decision-making, the management strategies presented. 

Each management strategy consists of the following: (1) Descriptive information of the land or
resource management concern being addressed; and (2) management guidelines and/or
actions.  Management policies and guidelines provide ongoing direction to manage a
particular situation or issue, while the management actions are definite steps or tasks that
must be taken.  Time-lines have also been presented to highlight those action items that are
ongoing in nature or that should be completed during the first year of the implementation of this
Plan.  Chapter 6 summarizes those action items that should be addressed during that first one-
year period. 

The agencies responsible for initiating each action item are also identified.  However
implementation is subject to available human and financial resources.  Saskatchewan
government departments and agencies that have been identified to assist in carrying out these
actions include the following: Saskatchewan Environment (SE); Saskatchewan Industry and
Resources (SIR); Saskatchewan Agriculture, Food and Rural Revitalization (SAFRR);
Saskatchewan Northern Affairs (SNA); Government Relations and Aboriginal Affairs (GRAA);
Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation (SK Highways), Saskatchewan Health (SK
Health), and Sask Water Corporation (Sask Water).  

The management strategies presented in this document have been developed by the Local
Advisory Board to assist in ensuring that the unique needs of the La Ronge Planning Area are
met when decisions are made regarding provincial Crown land and renewable resource
management.  These strategies are supported by the work of a number of provincial and
federal government departments and agencies responsible for land and resource management. 
An overview of these government organizations is presented in Appendix 6, while Appendices 7
and 8, respectively, present the government legislation and policies related to land and
resource management in the province of Saskatchewan.

Continued...
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These management strategies are organized as follows:
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Continued... 
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4.1  Environmental Quality
As humans become more aware of their surroundings, they are able to better understand the
effects that manmade development may have on the natural environment.  As this environment
ultimately sustains life, mankind must care for it accordingly.  Future generations to come must
be able to enjoy and benefit from a healthy natural environment.  The Local Advisory Board felt
that management guidelines should be incorporated into this Plan to address air and water
quality and, also the management of the area’s landfills.

Environmental Quality Issue #1
AIR QUALITY

In the planning area, there are a number of residential, commercial, and industrial activities that
can negatively impact air quality.  Fires at landfill sites can release unnecessary pollutants and
toxic chemicals into the atmosphere.  In addition, landfill fires can also be the cause of many
forest wildfires that produce high levels of smoke.  The burning of bark (i.e., a waste product of
milling activities) at the La Ronge Sawmill, often produces smoke along Highway #2 just south
of Air Ronge and decreases visibility for motorists, inadvertently affecting public safety.  The
burning of wood for heating purposes also contributes to the amount of smoke produced,
especially during the winter months. 

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Existing environmental standards should be maintained and where possible improved

upon.
C Only controlled burning of non-toxic materials will be allowed within the planning area.

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible

1.  Conduct a Feasibility Study For Co-
generation Options:  Such a feasibility study
should determine and compare the net benefits of
using a co-generation facility to burn sawmill waste
on site with that of hauling waste to a co-generation
plant elsewhere.

FMA Holder

2.  Reduction of Burning at La Ronge Sawmill:
During the short-term, the amount of waste product
burned should be decreased to reduce the amount
of smoke produced.  For the longer term, the
feasibility of installing a monitored burner should be
explored. 

FMA Holder

3.  Development of Ecosystems Monitoring
Guidelines:  Participate in the development of
ecosystem health monitoring guidelines being
prepared by SE, ensuring that local concerns
regarding air and water quality are addressed by the
process.  Using the guidelines, develop a monitoring
plan as part of the Plan.

Local Advisory
Board / SE
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Environmental Quality Issue #2
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

As the population of the La Ronge Planning Area grows, the need for landfill facilities will also
increase.  Two different landfill sites are found within the boundaries of the planning area.  One
site is situated on provincial Crown land in the area north of Potato Lake and south of Lac La
Ronge Indian Band Reserve #156, while the second site, which also sits on provincial Crown
land, is situated to the south of the road extending from Highway #2 to the Napatak Recreation
Subdivision (see Figure 3-1).   The landfill site found north of Potato Lake serves the Town of
La Ronge, the Northern Village of Air Ronge, the Lac La Ronge Indian Band, the Lamp Lake
and Rabbit Creek special management areas, and the Potato Lake and Eagle Point
subdivisions.  This facility is operated solely by the Town of La Ronge, but is financed jointly by
the Town, the Village, and the Lac La Ronge Indian Band. The landfill found along the Napatak
Road is used by the residents of the Napatak Recreation Subdivision. 

Concerns or issues regarding the landfill site north of Potato Lake include the following:  
C Waste (carried by natural forces; wind and water) from this land fill site tends to

be found on adjacent provincial Crown land and other dispositions;
C The burning of garbage at this landfill can be one of the causes of wildfires in the

area; 
C The burning of toxic materials is occurring; and 
C Chemicals (e.g., motor oil, paints) and other material (e.g., tires) that are harmful

to the environment are not being processed properly. 

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C A regional approach should be used to manage the landfill sites found in the planning

area.  The solid waste management needs of all communities and subdivisions and
other residential developments must be considered, in conjunction with solid waste
disposal needs of commercial and industrial operations. 

C Reduce garbage volume through composting and recycling.

C All new dispositions issued on provincial Crown land within the planning area must
provide a waste management plan that has been approved by SERM or in the future a
designated landfill manager. 

Continued...
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Environmental Quality Issue #2, SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT, Continued...

Action Items Agencies
 
Time Lines

 Responsible 

1.  Undertake A Study To Determine Waste
Management Requirements For the Planning
Area:  Evaluate all options available (e.g., co-
generation, recycling, composting, and manning the
landfill site) and develop a waste management plan
that meets the needs of the planning area.  Such a
study should also examine the establishment of a
system that would require payment for the use of the
landfill facilities in the planning area.

SE/GRAA/ Local
Communities/
Local Advisory
Board/ANPC

2.  Evaluation and Monitoring of Environmental
Impacts:  Existing landfill sites should be evaluated
for environmental impacts.  Develop and implement
a monitoring mechanism for the existing landfill
sites.

SE/Health/ Local
Communities/
Local Advisory
Board/ANPC

3.  Promotion of Composting and Recycling
Programs:  Promote composting and recycling
programs by helping people understand the
significant benefits to the community and
environment.  This initiative should include
instructions for proper waste separation, proper
disposal of hazardous chemicals (e.g., solvents, 
paint, oil), and other waste products that require
special disposal procedures (e.g., batteries, tires,
metals).  

SE/Local
Communities/
Local Advisory
Board

4.  Identification of Alternative Landfill Site: 
Identify an alternate landfill site and develop a
contingency plan for development and management
of such site.

Local
Communities/
Local Advisory
Board/SE/        
SK Health/ GRAA
/ANPC
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Environmental Quality Issue #3
WATER AND SEWAGE INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

The water and sewage infrastructure and services provided in the planning area, both at the
present time and in the future, must assist in maintaining a high level of water quality for both
environmental and public health considerations.  As residential, recreational, commercial, and
industrial development increases in the planning area, the need for water and sewage services
will also increase.  Such an expansion in services could include the extension of existing water
and sewer lines, the upgrading of existing water treatment plants or the construction of new
facilities, increased usage of septic and water tanks, and increased usage of sewage lagoons.  

During 1999, a water and sewer infrastructure needs assessment was conducted for the
municipal communities situated in the Northern Administration District.  The Northern Water and
Sewer Infrastructure Study was initiated by Saskatchewan Municipal Affairs, Culture, and
Housing, in cooperation with the Saskatchewan Association of Northern Communities (New
North).    

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Existing provincial and federal legislation, municipal and Reserve by-laws must be

followed.
C Incorporate available information into the planning for water and sewage infrastructure.

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible

1.  Review Study Findings:  The findings of the
recent The Northern Water and Sewer Infrastructure
Study should be reviewed by the Local Advisory Board
and the Advisory Northern Planning Commission.

Local Advisory
Board/SE/
GRAA /ANPC

2.  Complete an Inventory of Existing Water and
Sewage Facilities:  This inventory should provide an
overview of the existing water and sewage
infrastructure/services found throughout the planning
area, including those facilities found in the local
communities, the subdivisions, and the parcels of
private land.

GRAA/SE/
Local
Communities/ 
Local Advisory
Board /ANPC

3.  Projection of Future Sewage and Water Needs: 
The future water and sewage infrastructure/services
needs in the planning area should be projected. 
Suitable water and sewage facilities to meet the future
demands of existing and potential residential, Communities
recreational, industrial, and commercial development /ANPC
locations should be identified.  

GRAA/
SK Health/
Local Advisory
Board/Local
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Environmental Quality Issue #4
WATER QUALITY

Water resources within and adjacent to the La Ronge Planning Area are used for a variety of
purposes, including those of an outdoor recreation, residential, commercial, industrial, and
agricultural nature.  Healthy water resources assist in the generation of environmental,
economic, and social benefits in the planning area.  

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C All levels of government must share information and resources and work cooperatively

towards maintaining and improving local water quality.

C The water resources within and adjacent to the La Ronge Planning Area will be
managed according to all applicable federal, provincial, and/or municipal policies,
regulations, and/or legislation.

C ALSO SEE: Environmental Quality Issue #3 (Page 22) — Water and Sewage
Infrastructure and Services

CCCC ALSO SEE: Development Issue #6 (Page 62) — Shoreline Development

Continued...
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Environmental Quality Issue #4, WATER QUALITY, Continued...

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Compilation of Baseline Data:  Compile baseline
data for the water-bodies in the planning area.
CCCC Recommend that additional resources be

directed by government to establish baseline
data on waters within the planning area
including Lac La Ronge to ensure water quality
is maintained.

CCCC Compile existing baseline data on acceptable
levels of various substances (e.g., pollutants
and minerals) found in the water resources of
the planning area.  This data should be
gathered from such agencies as Sask Water,
SE, the federal government, and public health
agencies.

SE/Sask Water/
SK Health/
Fisheries and
Oceans
Canada/Local
Advisory Board

2.  Public Education:  Development of an education
initiative (e.g., development of brochures or posters)
that provides the public with information about the
harm caused by dumping waste products into the
sewer systems and the potential dangers from runoff
of chemicals and fertilizer into the water.

SE/Local
Communities/
SK Health/Local
Advisory Board 

3.  Ecosystems Monitoring Guidelines:  Participate
in the development of ecosystem health monitoring
guidelines being prepared by SE, ensuring that local
concerns regarding air and water quality are
addressed by the process.  Using the guidelines,
develop a monitoring plan as part of the Plan. 
Monitoring of water quality should be conducted on an
ongoing basis throughout the planning area.

SE/Local
Advisory Board
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4.2 Traditional Land Use
Traditional Resource Use (TRU) cabins can be issued to northern residents who are licenced
by SE to carry out commercial fishing, trapping, and wild rice operations.  There are several
other traditional land uses that are related to the subsistence or traditional lifestyle of people 
living within the planning area.  The following, are some of the traditional land uses that many
planning area residents rely on to maintain their lifestyles:

C Berry and mushroom picking
C Subsistence fishing
C Trapping for food and clothing
C Subsistence hunting
C Noncommercial fuel wood harvesting (e.g., harvesting firewood for

personal use)
C Activities related to spiritual well-being
C Collecting medicinal plants

Any development in the planning area has the potential to positively or negatively impact
traditional land use.  Examples of positive impacts include linear developments such as roads
and utility corridors that may allow for easier access by traditional land users into more
secluded areas.  However, these same linear developments may also provide other resource
users such as forestry companies with increased access.  Developments such as increased
timber harvesting may impact negatively on wildlife habitat, particularly the woodland caribou
habitat found in the north end of the planning area.  Woodland caribou play an important role in
a subsistence lifestyle. 

The tourism industry also has the potential to negatively impact traditional land use.  As the
demand increases to establish more outfitting operations and other commercial outdoor
recreation initiatives such as eco-tourism and adventure and cultural tourism businesses, the
availability of resources for traditional land use purposes may be diminished.  Another point of
concern is the fact that the decision-making tools and processes do not exist to allocate land
and resources between commercial outdoor recreation activities and traditional land use. 

The potential exists for any future development to lessen the level of traditional land use
activities that could be carried out in the planning area.  Accordingly, any decrease in traditional
land use activity will have an associated economic loss for the traditional land user. 

The Local Advisory Board’s discussion regarding traditional land use can be summarized as
revolving around four main areas of concern:  (1) the impacts of developments on traditional
land use; (2) traditional resource use (TRU) cabin fees, tenure, and lease status; (3) buffers
around TRU cabins; and (4) compensation for those trappers who have suffered a loss to their
trapping areas, lifestyle, and income due to the presence of major developments in their
trapping areas. 
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Traditional Land Use Issue #1
MINIMIZING THE IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT ON

TRADITIONAL LAND USE

Management Policies and Guidelines: 
C The impact of development on traditional land use should be minimized. 
 
C The impact of development on traditional land use should be monitored.

C As development proposals and planning activities are initiated, local traditional land
users should be consulted and agreements regarding land use should be negotiated
between the affected parties (i.e., the developer and the traditional land users).

C SE must enhance its efforts to meet with traditional land users and address their
concerns.  In particular, Conservation Officers should allocate more of their time to
meeting with traditional land users in the field.  Conservation Officers should also spend
more time enforcing regulations dealing with land use and development. 

C Efforts should be taken to educate the general public about traditional land use activities
and resource requirements. 

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Identification of Traditional Land Use Areas: An
inventory of traditional land uses areas found within the
planning area should be developed.  Local residents
(e.g., trappers, elders, traditional resource use
disposition holders, and members of the Lac La Ronge
Indian Band) will be consulted during this process.

Lac La Ronge
Indian Band/
SE/Local Advisory
Board

2.  Development of a Co-Management Board:  This
co-management board will address traditional land use
and associated guidelines incorporated into the Plan, as
well as all other guidelines presented. 

SE/Local
Communities/ 
Local Advisory 
Board/Local
Trapping Blocks/
Fishers

3.  Development of Public Education Material
Regarding Trap Lines and Associated Trail Use:
Develop educational material for the general public to
promote awareness and knowledge of trapping
activities, trap lines, and associated trail use.  Continued
development and use of signs that identify certain trails
as trap lines. 

SE/Lac La Ronge
Indian Band/Local
Trapping Blocks

4.  Development of Guidelines:  Management
guidelines should be developed to minimize the impact
of development on traditional land use.

SE/Lac La Ronge
Indian Band/Local
Communities
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Traditional Land Use Issue #2
TRADITIONAL RESOURCE USE CABINS

Traditional resource use (TRU) cabins are associated with commercial fishing and trapping
activities.  Fourteen TRU cabins are found in the La Ronge Planning Area.  TRU cabins are
often used for more than one purpose.  For example, some trappers may use their cabins for
both subsistence and trapping activities.  TRU cabins require an annual permit of $15 to cover
administration costs incurred by SE.  Cabin registrations provide SE with information on cabin
ownership and location.  This information assists in locating TRU cabins under such
circumstances as forest fire and timber harvesting allowing those in charge to take appropriate
actions.  Registration data also allows SE to identify the location of TRUs in land use planning
processes and other resource management activities.

Concerns have been raised regarding the tenure time period and the fees charged for TRU
cabins.  Commercial fishermen and trappers would like to see the length of tenure extended
beyond one year (i.e, the one year tenure of an annual permit). TRU cabin holders would also
like to see a payment of a one time fee.

Action Item Agencies
 

Time Lines
Responsible

1.  Development of a Traditional Resource Use
(TRU) Cabin Policy for the Planning Area:  
Development of a TRU cabin policy should address
such concerns as change in length of tenure and
change in fees for TRU cabins.  The development of
a policy of this nature must take into consideration
the guidelines of the new TRU cabin policy for Lac
La Ronge Provincial Park.  

SE/Local
Advisory Board/
Local Commercial
Fishermen and
Trapping
Organizations
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Traditional Land Use Issue #3
PLACEMENT OF BUFFER ZONES 

AROUND TRADITIONAL RESOURCE USE CABINS

Buffers are used to assist in mitigating land use conflicts by separating potentially conflicting
uses.  Development usually increases the demand for buffering as occupants of different sites
seek to ensure privacy and protection of their property from other uses and developments.  In
addition to separating non-compatible uses, buffers can be established for a variety of other
reasons, including those of an aesthetic nature.  

Management Policies and Guidelines
C ALSO REQUIRED:  Application of the applicable management strategies

presented in Development Issue #7 (Page 63)  — BUFFERS BETWEEN DIFFERENT
LAND USES

CCCC Managers of competing land uses must consult and negotiate buffers of reasonable, but
definitive, width with the owners of traditional resource use (TRU) cabins.  These buffers
must be suitable to these different types of competing land uses.

Traditional Land Use Issue #4
COMPENSATION 

Fourteen traditional resource use (TRU) cabins are found in the La Ronge Planning Area.  Most
of these TRUs are associated with trap line areas.  Concerns have been expressed that
extensive development on these trap lines may negatively impact trapping resources and
activities.  Once a trap line has been altered the trapper’s ability to sustain their lifestyle is
diminished and in many cases the natural environment does not have the ability to recover to its
original state.  Trappers are often forced to seek alternate sources of income or in some cases
abandon the trap line and their lifestyle.  In the past all expenses incurred by trappers as a
result of development impacts have been bore by individual trappers. 

Management Policies and Guidelines: 
C SEE: Compensation Issue #1 (page 71) — COMPENSATION FOR LOSS OF

INVESTMENT AND/OR RESOURCE USE BENEFITS
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4.3 Wildlife Management
Wildlife resources found in the La Ronge Planning Area are important to both area residents
and to people who live outside of the planning area.  These resources are important for
ecological, traditional, recreational and economic purposes.  

Wildlife Management Issue #1
WOODLAND CARIBOU STUDY

Chapter 3 introduces the land use management zone that has been identified as the Woodland
Caribou Sensitive Resource Zone to ensure that development and other activities have minimal
impact on the woodland caribou that inhabit the area.  Appendices 4 and 5 provide additional
detail about this sensitive resource zone, the woodland caribou, and proposed management
guidelines.  In addition, Chapter 4 also provides management guidelines for this area
specifically for mineral exploration purposes.

“Woodland caribou do not cope well with disruption, whether man-made or of a natural source. 
Unlike natural disturbances, some kinds of human activities prevent the environment from
restoring itself to a pre-disturbance state and result in permanent scars on the land.  Roads and
trails act as migration barriers and wildfire creates habitat structure that is not favorable to this
species.  Caribou generally move from disturbed areas to more favorable wetland and/or forest
complexes”.  (Tim Trottier, 2000 personal conversation)

Both the mineral exploration and forest industries have an interest in working in the Woodland
Caribou Resource Sensitive Zone (WCSRZ).  During the discussion on the(WCSRZ) the LAB
came to agreement on the following:

C to designate an area at the north end of the planning area as WCSRZ;
C recommended guidelines that restrict some types of development and the use of

equipment during sensitive calving seasons;
C provide an action item that SE conduct a study on the WCSRZ within five years

of the Plan’s approval; and
C to work with provincial experts so that any information related to the WCSRZ is

included in the Provincial Woodland Caribou Management Strategy and
Recovery plan and;

There are two existing mineral claims are found in this area.  Saskatchewan Industry and
Resources and the mineral exploration and mining industry agree with designating the WCSRZ
as a study area for a 5-year period subject to the conditions that mineral exploration activities
be allowed to continue as laid out in(Mineral Exploration and Mine Development Issue #2 [Page
45] — ACCESS TO MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE WOODLAND CARIBOU SENSITIVE
RESOURCE ZONE).  The potential Forest Management Agreement holder in this area would
also agree to this 5-year study initiative and will not conduct any harvesting activities in the
Woodland Caribou Sensitive Resource Zone during this study period. The LAB was unable to
agree upon initiating a development freeze within the WCSRZ.
  
In May 2000, the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC)
designated the boreal population of woodland caribou an endangered species, category
threatened.  Saskatchewan Environment has accepted this designation and has signed on to a
National Accord that requires the development of a recovery plan within 2 years.  Any work for
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this Woodland Caribou Sensitive Resource Zone should contribute to the provincial management
strategy and recovery plan.

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC ALSO SEE:  Mineral Exploration and Mine Development Issue #2 (Page 45) —

ACCESS TO MINERAL RESOURCES IN THE WOODLAND CARIBOU SENSITIVE
RESOURCE ZONE

Action Item Agencies
 

Time Lines
Responsible

1.  Discuss With Provincial Experts on Woodland
Caribou Co-operative Efforts:  Work with
provincial experts to ensure that any study in the
planning area is compatible with the Provincial
management and recovery plan for the Woodland
Caribou.

SE/Local Advisory
Board

2.  Within a Five-Year Period of the plans
approval complete a study on the WCSRZ:
Designate the Woodland Caribou Sensitive
Resource Zone as a study area for a five-year
period to study the Woodland Caribou population
and to investigate the impacts of various human
activities on the wildlife within this area.  Any findings
should be incorporated into the Provincial Woodland
Caribou Management Strategy and Recovery Plan.

SE/Local Advisory
Board/ Interest
Groups
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Wildlife Management Issue #2
RESEARCH-RELATED INITIATIVES

Management of the land base must include management of wildlife habitat.  The effects of
development on different wildlife species must be understood before informed decisions can be
made regarding alternative land uses.

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C Incorporate local and scientific knowledge when making management decisions related

to wildlife.

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Inventory Development:  Develop an inventory
of sensitive wildlife and fisheries issues, seasons,
and areas (e.g., caribou calving, fish spawning,
raptor nests).

SE/Local Advisory
Board/  Local
Communities/
Trappers/
Traditional Land
Users/DFO/
Fishers/LLRIB

2.  Development of Habitat Management
Guidelines:  Participate in provincial government
public involvement and consultation processes to
assist in the development of provincial habitat
management guidelines for species such as:
woodland caribou, bald eagle and cavity nesting
birds.

SE/Local Advisory
Board
and interested
parties

3.  Development of a Community-based Wildlife
Monitoring Program: Develop a wildlife monitoring
program that includes:
     - inventory work on all species of fish and wildlife;
     - document disturbances from human activity;
     - investigate and find solutions to                           
       people/wildlife conflicts; and 
     - document and promote beneficial human            
       activities in the area.

SE/Local Advisory
Board
and interested
parties
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4.4 Forestry
A number of forest harvesting activities for both timber and non-timber products presently occur
in the planning area.  We recognize the need to utilize the forest resources however we must
ensure this use is in a sustainable manner and maintains the health of the environment.  The
Forest Economic Development initiative announced in Spring 1999 is intended to enhance the
forest industry through increased timber harvesting initiatives, as well as stimulate economic
and social development throughout the Northern Administration District.  In the La Ronge area,
this industry expansion includes both increased timber harvesting activities and the proposed
development and operation of expanded sawmill activities.  The following management
strategies are intended to address current harvesting activities and to assist in providing
direction for future activities.  

Forestry Issue #1
PROTECTION OF THE FOREST ECOSYSTEM

Forest harvesting activities may cause irreparable damage to the forest ecosystem in the
planning area by altering plant communities and wildlife habitat, compacting soils, disturbing
riparian areas, and negatively impacting traditional resource use.  It has also been proven that
forest harvesting activities can also increase the health of a forest ecosystem by causing a
disturbance and regeneration of young vibrant vegetation. 

  
Management Policies and Guidelines:
C Forestry economic development should occur in an orderly, sustainable, and

environmentally sound fashion throughout the La Ronge Land Use Planning Area. 

C Forest harvesting activities in the La Ronge Planning Area should meet the
requirements of government regulations and policies.  

C Forest harvesting activities must also be conducted in accordance with the principles
and management guidelines presented in the Plan.  These harvesting activities must
also contribute to the achievement of this Plan’s overall goal and objectives.

C Forestry activities must occur in only those land use management zones identified in the
Plan that permit harvesting activities.  (ALSO SEE:  Chapter 3 and Appendices 4 and
5.)

Protection Zones and Sites:
< Commercial harvesting of forest resources (i.e., both timber and non-timber

products) will not be permitted in protection zones and sites.  

Sensitive Resource Zones:
< Commercial harvesting of forest products (i.e., both timber and non-timber

products from the forest) and forest renewal activities will be allowed in sensitive
resource zones, based upon an approved 

<  or guidelines that provide for protection of sensitive resource features in the
area.

Continued...
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Forestry Issue #1, PROTECTION OF THE FOREST ECOSYSTEM, Continued...

Resource Lands Zones:
< Commercial harvesting of forest resources (i.e., both timber and non-timber

products) and forest renewal activities will be allowed in resource lands zones,
given various conditions and based upon an approved development/operating
plan. 

Future Community Expansion Zones:
< Commercial harvesting of forest products (i.e., both timber and non-timber

products) and forest renewal activities will be allowed in future community
expansion zones given various conditions and based upon an approved
development/operating plan. 

Developed Areas: 
< Commercial and own-use harvesting of non-timber forest products, timber

harvesting, and timber renewal programs are mostly allowed, in many cases with
the required permits and/or with discretionary approval, in the Napatak, Lamp
Lake, Rabbit Creek, Potato Lake, and Eagle Point developed areas.  As an
exception, commercial harvesting of timber and non-timber products is not
permitted at the Potato Lake Rural Residential Subdivision.  (ALSO SEE: Table
3-1 [Page 16] for additional related information.) 

< Forest harvesting activities must also adhere to any management objectives and
guidelines and local development controls established for the Napatak
Recreation, Potato Lake, and Eagle Point subdivisions and the Lamp Lake and
Rabbit Creek special management areas.  (ALSO SEE:  Chapter 3 [Page 9] for
Management objectives for each of these developed areas; and Chapter 4,
Development Issue#4 [Page 56]— DEVELOPED AREAS for further details
on any existing land use plans, management guidelines, and local
development controls for these five developed areas.) 

C Coordination of all timber and non-timber harvesting activities must occur.  Forest
harvesting activities must also be coordinated with other resource uses and
developments that occur on provincial Crown and private land found within the planning
area.  For example, if a new residential or commercial lot is cleared in one of the five
developed areas, then arrangements should be made with a local harvester to use this
timber.

Continued...
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Forestry Issue #1, PROTECTION OF THE FOREST ECOSYSTEM, Continued...

Action Items Agencies
 

Time Lines
Responsible 

1.  Participate in the Development of Forest
Management Plans: Participate in the Development
of  forest management plans that will seek to maintain
the health of the area’s ecosystems by ensuring:

- forest resource uses are sustainable;
- non-renewable resource uses are  

              environmentally sound;
- biological diversity is maintained;
- negative effects from all uses are minimized; 

              and 
- seasonal requirements for all plants and 

              animals are considered, especially in those
              areas that have been identified as sensitive
              habitat or in which significant species are
              found

SE/Local
Advisory Board/ 
FMA Holder

2. Review of Annual Forestry Operating Plans: 
The Local Advisory Board will participate in the review
of those forestry operating plans that affect the
planning area.  The Advisory Board will use these
reviews as an opportunity to outline the following: (1)
concerns about harvesting proposals; and (2)
recommendations for alternative harvesting strategies,
as required. 

Ongoing SE/Local
Advisory
Board/FMA
Holder/
Independent
Forest
Harvesters

3.  Ongoing Research:  As financial and staff
resources are available, SE will conduct literature
reviews and initiate research to enhance forest and
ecosystem management efforts in the planning area. 
SE will work with the Local Advisory Board to identify
information and research needs.   Where appropriate,
incorporate findings of any research conducted into
forestry management guidelines. 

SE/Local
Advisory Board

4.  Encourage the Enhancement of Monitoring,
compliance and Reporting: work to enhance the
present programs that are in place.  Seek out new and
innovative ways of complimenting present programs
e.g. satellite imagery by independent agencies

SE/Local
Advisory Board

5.  Explore Alternative Harvesting Methods: explore
alternatives to clear-cut forest harvesting as part of a
sustainable forestry in the planning area  FMA Holder

SE/Local
Advisory Board/
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Forestry #2
REGENERATION OF FOREST RESOURCES

Forested areas that have been either harvested or burned often require regeneration treatment. 
Areas that have had forest cover removed and are not renewed by either natural or artificial
means are known as “not satisfactorily restocked’ (NSR) or backlog.  This problem occurs in
predominantly softwood stands, which naturally do not regenerate as easily as hardwood
stands.  If NSR areas are not regenerated to a commercial timber species within the first few
growing seasons, they usually grow in with non-commercial tree and brush species making
future regeneration efforts more difficult and expensive.

The past performance records in the less sensitive areas south of the Pre-Cambrian Shield
have left the province with around 300,000 ha of NSR to deal with.  Forest regeneration in the
thinner soil, harsher climate, and more delicate riparian zones of this planning area could prove
to be much more difficult.   Attention to challenges associated with regeneration of a healthy
ecosystem should be considered and accounted for within all forestry operating plans. 

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C In accordance with provincial legislation and policy, the Forest Management Agreement

(FMA) licence holder will be responsible for the regeneration of harvested areas. 
Renewal activities will be guided by an approved Twenty-Year Forest Management Plan
and an associated environmental impact assessment, both of which will have been
prepared by the FMA holder.  

C All harvesting plans submitted by the FMA holder must include plans for regeneration.

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible 

1.  Preparation of Annual Reports for Renewal
Activities:  Annual reports must be prepared to
outline the regeneration activities that have occurred
in the planning area during a one-year period.  

Annually FMA Holder

2.  Regeneration Activities in ‘Not Satisfactorily
Restocked’ (NSR) Areas:  Develop and implement a
plan for regeneration activities in NSR areas.  This
plan should identify appropriate tree species and
stocking rates.

FMA Holder/ SE
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Forestry Issue #3
WITHDRAWAL OF LAND

FROM A FOREST MANAGEMENT AREA

A Forest Management Agreement (FMA) refers to the formal agreement that is reached
between the Saskatchewan government and a forestry company that entitles the company to
harvest a designated volume of timber over a specified time period in a designated area of
provincial Crown land.  Not only does this FMA require that the company, or FMA holder,
prepare short and long term harvesting plans, it also requires that the terms for withdrawals of
land (i.e., smaller parcels of land that would be excluded from the defined FMA area and on
which the FMA holder would give up the rights for cutting timber resources) are set.  These
terms and conditions for withdrawals must be negotiated into the FMA.  When the negotiations
for withdrawals take place, the FMA holder is required to provide a list of current and potential
exclusions.   

As the potential FMA holder in the La Ronge Planning Area, the partnership of Zelensky
Brothers and Kitsaki Management Limited Partnership must take into consideration any current
and potential withdrawals.  

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible 

1.  Identification of Potential Areas Not Available
For Timber Harvest:  Develop a list of areas that
should not be made available for timber harvest.

Year 1 SE/FMA
Holder/Local 
Advisory Board 

2.  Development of a Process For Land
Withdrawal:  Develop/negotiate a process for future
withdrawal of land from the FMA within the planning
area to accommodate development of new
dispositions.  Look for innovative ways to compensate
the FMA holder (other than financially) for withdrawal
from their land base.  This could include reclamation
of  nonproductive forest land to a productive state.  

SE, FMA
Holder/Local
Advisory Board
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Forestry Issue #4
PUBLIC CONSULTATION

Consultation and communication must occur between affected parties and with the general
public to discuss proposed forest development (i.e., timber harvesting) activities.  This
consultation must take place to address the concerns and questions that different parties and
individuals will have regarding harvesting activities.  This consultation will be especially
important and necessary, as the level of harvesting and production activities increases with the
present forest economic development initiatives.  As more forestry-related activities are
proposed for the planning area, the number of potential conflicts (or potential situations that are
perceived to be conflicts) with other resource uses (e.g., traditional resource use, tourism
activities, or recreation, residential, commercial, and industrial development) may also increase. 
  
Management Policies and Guidelines: 
CCCC The potential FMA holder and independent timber harvesters must meet the

consultation requirements of provincial legislation and policy.

CCCC The potential FMA holder and independent timber harvesters must conduct public
meetings to inform other resource users and the general public about proposed timber
harvesting activities.  Those harvesters that are responsible for conducting these public
meetings must inform all affected parties and the general public about the following:

a) any upcoming meeting (including date, time, and location of such a
meeting);

b) the intent of these meetings; 
c) descriptive information about the proposed harvesting activities; and 
c) any implications of the proposed harvesting activities for each affected

party and the planning area in general.  

CCCC Interested or impacted users must have adequate opportunity to attend meetings. 
Those agencies and organizations that are interested in forestry activities in the
planning area must be informed and invited to those meetings where decisions
regarding forestry activities are made. 

CCCC If the potential FMA holder in the planning area establishes a co-management
committee for the La Ronge area, the Local Advisory Board responsible for the
implementation of the Plan must have representation on this forestry committee.

C Coordination of short and long term timber harvesting planning is necessary.  The 20-
year Forest Management Plan and the 5-year and annual operating plans of the FMA
holder must provide a framework to guide the planning and harvesting activities of the
independent operators working in the same area.  

CCCC Public consultation must be conducted to gather information regarding whether forestry
roads should be closed or remain open for public use.      

Continued...
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Forestry Issue #4, PUBLIC CONSULTATION, Continued...

CCCC The Local Advisory Board will participate in the review of forestry operating plans within
the planning area to identify concerns about harvesting proposals and recommend
possible alternative harvesting strategies, as required.

CCCC During the forest industry plan review process, information about monitoring will be
presented and discussed with the Local Advisory Board.

Action Item Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible 

1.  Development and Implementation of a
Communication Strategy:  Develop and implement
a communication strategy that will inform local
people about proposed forestry initiatives and
current logging activities.  Communication tools will
include:
C Educational tours of forest/logging activities.
C Continued use of signs to warn people of

logging trucks. (e.g., corner of Napatak and
Highway #2)

C Public notices (e.g., cable channel, radio,
and print).

C Open houses and public meetings.
C Interviews (e.g. cable channel, radio, and

print).
C Post signs describing activities (e.g.

Mistletoe control)

Year 1 Forest Industry
(FMA Holder and
Independent
Operators)/SE/
Local Advisory
Board
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Forestry Issue #5
FOREST FIRE PROTECTION

Forest fires are a natural part of the renewal of the forest ecosystem.  Developments within the
planning area demand the control of wildfire to protect financial investments.  Past fire
protection history has attempted to control all fires within the planning area.  This has been a
very costly process that must be reviewed to determine if our financial resources are being
wisely spent.  

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Encourage forest harvesting in high risk areas to minimize fire risk.  Management tools

such as permitting and dues incentives will be used to direct harvesters to these areas. 

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible 

1.  Identification of Values-at-Risk in the
Planning Area:  Develop a fire suppression priority
map, based on resource and community values and
ecosystem health.

SE/Local Advisory
Board/ Forest
Industry

2.  Identification of Protection Opportunities: 
Identify opportunities to enhance protection around
communities, leases, and landfill sites (e.g., fire risk
reduction through the use of fire breaks, clean up
forest under story and change of species).

SE/Local
Communities/
Local Advisory
Board

3.  Prescribed Burning:  Investigate opportunities
for prescribed burning to aid forest renewal and
minimize fire outbreaks.

SE/Local Advisory
Board/
Forest Industry
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Forestry Issue #6
INSECT AND DISEASE MANAGEMENT

Insects and disease are part of the natural cycles of a forest ecosystem.  However, these
agents can create problems when the levels of infestation are significant and have a negative
effect on land and resource values.  Past practices in forest management have protected forest
resources from such naturally occurring activities as wild fire and have allowed forest stands to
age well beyond their natural limits.  Many of these older stands are now heavily infested with
insects and disease.   

Management decisions are required to control these outbreaks.  Various management tools
such as chemicals, controlled burning, and harvesting are available.  However, each
management tool has its limitations.  For example, harvesting to prevent further spread of
infestation can result in extremely large cutovers, which many people may find aesthetically
unpleasing and which may disturb wildlife habitat.  Meanwhile the use of pesticides to control
insect infestation such as spruce budworm raises concerns about environmental safety,
impacts on non-target species, and the actual effectiveness and costs of these treatments.   

Within the planning area, dwarf mistletoe and spruce budworm are, respectively, common
disease and insect infestations.  Both effect the health of coniferous forests and create
additional fuel loading that increases fire hazard.  

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Recognize the role of insects and disease in forest ecosystem functioning, while

protecting the timber supply and other forest values from insects and disease.

C ALSO SEE:  Forestry Issue #7 (Page 41) — Dwarf Mistletoe

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Assessment of Disease and Insect
Infestation:  Assess current levels of disease and
insect infestation, including areas and type of
infestation, severity, age of infected timber, and 
possible causes of infestation.

SE/FMA Holder

2.  Development of Control Programs:  Develop
long-term strategies and control programs, where
appropriate, to encourage harvesting through the
use of such mechanisms as the issuing of fuel-wood
harvesting permits in infested areas and the
development of renewal plans.  Control programs
should be compatible with wildfire policies as
outlined in the proposed Forest Ecosystem
Protection Policy.

SE
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Forestry Issue #7
DWARF MISTLETOE

Dwarf mistletoe has impacted a large portion of the coniferous forest in the southern end of the
La Ronge Planning Area.  This infestation results in the reduced growth and death of trees. 
The existence of dwarf mistletoe and the associated high risk of fire will be a deterrent to
development.  Also, in recreation areas, dwarf mistletoe can cause safety problems, fire hazard,
and a lessening of aesthetic quality.  However, the harvesting of forest resources infested with
dwarf mistletoe can have a negative impact on the production of various non-timber products. 
For example, the more open canopy of a forest with dwarf mistletoe infestation may allow for
the growth of products such as blueberries and mushrooms. 

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C The cutting of fire guards will be encouraged around those areas infected with dwarf 

mistletoe to inhibit the spread of fire (to values at risk) that may be ignited in the affected
area.

CCCC Prescribed burning may take place in those areas that are heavily infected by dwarf
mistletoe.

CCCC Limited fire fighting action will be encouraged within the affected area (i.e., fire will be
allowed to burn in affected areas).

CCCC Harvesting will be encouraged in those areas affected with dwarf mistletoe to ensure
elimination of the infestation.  Clear cutting will be required to remove all living pine trees
from the treatment site. 

C The responsible use of all timber in dwarf mistletoe affected areas is essential and will
range from the harvesting of sawlogs to Fuel wood harvesting.

C Research will be encouraged to increase knowledge of dwarf mistletoe, management
techniques, and potential effects of different management approaches on the
surrounding environment.

CCCC ALSO SEE: Forestry Issue #6 (Page 40) — Insect and Disease Management
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Forestry Issue #8
COMMERCIAL FUEL WOOD HARVESTING

Many residents of the planning area rely on fuel wood to heat their homes.  Commercial
operators rely on this demand for fuel wood as a means to earn an income.  A number of
management issues are related to the harvesting of commercial fuel wood.  For example, in
some instances, many operators do not clean up harvesting areas and even abandon such
debris as old pickup trucks and machinery at these sites once cutting activities are finished. 
The current level of monitoring of commercial fuel wood harvesting activities seems to be
insufficient to prevent such situations from happening. 

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C The monitoring of commercial fuel wood harvesting activities should be increased to

ensure that existing rules and regulations are being met.

C Commercial fuel wood harvesters should be provided with written copies of the existing
policies, rules, and regulations that apply to their cutting activities once operating
applications have been approved. 

C Development proposals for new and existing land dispositions (e.g., residential,
recreation, commercial, or industrial developments) should include a plan for the
salvaging of commercial fuel wood.  This Plan must address the following: 

C the timber resources that will be harvested; and
C where, how, and when harvesting is going to take place.

Action Item Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Development of a Standard Format to Outline
Proposed Salvaging Plans for Commercial Fuel
Wood:  As part of the application/development
proposals for new and existing land use dispositions, a
standard format will be developed that will allow for
the provision of various required information about
commercial fuel wood salvaging activities, such as the
following:

C the timber resources that are going to
be harvested; and

C where, how, and when harvesting is
going to take place.

SE
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Forestry #9
FORESTRY ROAD DEVELOPMENT

Forest harvesting activities often require the construction of roads to provide access to cutting
areas.  Once a forestry road is built, timber harvesters are usually not the only users of these
new roadways.  These roads open up previously unaccessible areas to other resource users
and the general public.  This increased access has both positive and negative impacts (See
Development Issue #8 [Page 88] — Linear Development for a brief description of these
impacts).

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C The number of forestry roads built must be minimized by coordinating road use for

harvesting activities with other uses.  Multiple-use corridors will be encouraged, unless
safety concerns and development requirements do not permit. 

C According to existing legislation and policy, temporary or permanent closure of forestry
roads is mandatory once forestry operations are completed, unless otherwise decided
by SE under the advisement of the Local Advisory Board.  

C Decisions regarding road closure will be made using existing guidelines to address the
type of closure and related requirements (e.g., use of gates for temporary road closure).

C Public consultation must be conducted to gather information regarding whether forestry
roads should be closed or remain open for public use. 

C Roads that are to remain open must have a plan for maintenance and upkeep (including
proper signing). 

C If a road is to remain open only for a short period of time, a reclamation plan must be
prepared to outline how the land occupied by the road will be allowed to return to as
natural a state as possible once the road is closed.  This Plan must be submitted to SE
and/or the Local Advisory Committee.  

C ALSO SEE: Development Issue #8 (Page 65) — Linear Development
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4.5 Mineral Exploration and Mine Development
Much of the commercial, residential, and industrial development that exists in the planning area
has occurred, either directly or indirectly, as a result of the mineral exploration and mining
activities that take place throughout northern Saskatchewan.  For many residents of the
planning area, mining is an integral part of their life in terms of employment in mineral
exploration and mining activities.  However, the benefits generated by exploration and any
primary production development also have associated economic costs and environmental
impacts.  The intent of the management guidelines presented below is to provide direction for
maintaining potential access to mineral resources while, still allowing for consideration of other
land uses, environmental resource protection needs and to minimize use conflicts.

Mineral Exploration and Mine Development Issue #1
ACCESS TO MINERAL RESOURCES

Potential conflicts for access may occur between mineral exploration and development with
other land and resource users.  At present, there is no production activity from the mineral
deposits found in the planning area.  

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Land use allocation decisions must give equal consideration to mineral and other

resources.

CCCC The mineral industry must be consulted on all land use planning decisions that
potentially affect this industry.

C For any land use proposal that could restrict mineral exploration and development the
following course of action is required: 
C Contact Saskatchewan Industry and Resources (SIR) to evaluate the mineral

potential of the area.  
C SIR has already identified existing mineral deposits and potential mineral

resources by conducting a mineral resource assessment of the La Ronge area. 
Periodic updates of this assessment will be required to incorporate new
information, including input from the mining industry, as part of an ongoing
process.  

C SIR will identify existing mineral dispositions in the area from current mineral
disposition maps.  

C Using this information, negotiations among the various stakeholders will resolve
conflicts where possible.  Options could include moving the site of the conflicting
use to one of lower mineral potential, or the land use proposal could be altered to
address the concerns of the mineral interests. 

CCCC SIR mining recorder in La Ronge will provide information on approved mineral
dispositions.

CCCC SE staff will be required to inform mineral exploration companies of Forest Management
Area cutting areas to help ensure that the mining and forestry industries coordinate
infrastructure development. 
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Mineral Exploration and Mine Development Issue #2
ACCESS TO MINERAL RESOURCES IN 

THE WOODLAND CARIBOU SENSITIVE RESOURCE ZONE

The Woodland Caribou Sensitive Resource Zone has been designated to ensure that
development and other activities have minimal impact on the woodland caribou that inhabit this
area.  Two mineral claims are currently found in the eastern section of this zone (See Figure 
3-1).  Mineral exploration and mine development may have a significant impact on the natural
landscape.  Exploration activities may include the use of heavy equipment for trenching,
stripping, the creation of temporary access roads, and diamond drilling.

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Mineral exploration activities within the existing mineral claims will continue subject to

existing policy and legislation.

CCCC Future mineral exploration activities must consider the sensitive environment for
Woodland Caribou in the area.  All exploration activities are allowed subject to
reasonable restrictions, as outlined below, related to the protection of the caribou and
their habitat.  These exploration activities are regulated through the permitting process
administered by SE. 

CCCC The use of heavy equipment in exploration is banned during the caribou calving season
from April 15 to June 15.  

CCCC All mineral exploration activities are banned within known, well-defined caribou calving
areas from April 1 to June 30. 

C Existing roads and trails will be used for access whenever possible.  Off-road motorized
vehicle use of small all-terrain vehicles and snowmobiles will be allowed as required.  All
new road and trail development will be subject to careful planning and permitting.  This
may include reclamation of the road after use.  

C All mine development will be subject to the approval of an Environmental Impact
Assessment before mining can occur. 

CCCC ALSO SEE:  Wildlife Management Issue #1 (Page 29) — WOODLAND CARIBOU
STUDY
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Mineral Exploration and Mine Development Issue #3
COMPENSATION FOR SURRENDER OF MINERAL CLAIMS

Mineral exploration and development involve a high risk of investment over a significant time
span, and will not occur if there are uncertainties about tenure of mineral rights.  A legislative
provision does not exist for the expropriation of existing mineral dispositions. 

Management Policies and Guidelines
C If resolution to a disputed site cannot be reached, and existing mineral dispositions are

surrendered by the holders, the disposition holders must be adequately compensated. 
The affected parties will be responsible for negotiating such compensation.

C ALSO SEE: Compensation Issue #1 (Page 71) — COMPENSATION FOR LOSS OF
INVESTMENT AND/OR RESOURCE USE BENEFITS

Action Item Agencies
 
Time Lines

Responsible

1.  Development of a Compensation Process: 
Develop a compensation process, involving the
mineral industry and other affected stakeholders

SIR/SE/Mineral
Industry

Mineral Exploration and Mine Development Issue #4
PUBLIC EDUCATION

Even though mineral exploration and mine development and operation are major activities in
the northern economy, the general public may have limited knowledge of the mineral industry.  

Management policies and Guidelines
C Additional information should be presented to the public to enhance understanding of

the mineral exploration and mine development industry, its impact on the natural
environment, and its relationship to other resource and land uses. 

  

Action Item Agencies
 

Time Lines
Responsible

1.  Development of a Communication Process: 
Such a process would assist in enhancing the
public’s knowledge of mineral exploration and
production and related importance of these activities
to the northern economy.

Year 1 Mineral Industry/
SIR/SE
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4.6 Sand and Gravel Exploration and Development
Sand and gravel resources are essential to many development processes.  These resources
are required for such activities as building roads, filling construction lots, and making concrete. 
The major concerns regarding these resources include cost and availability.  Contractors are
usually limited to hauling within reasonable distances between gravel pits and the developed
portions of the planning area.  The cost for these resources is directly proportional to the
expense of hauling.  As the hauling distance increases, so does the cost of hauling and, in turn,
the cost of sand and gravel products also increases.  

Exploration for new sources of sand and gravel is hampered by current provincial regulations
that give the “first right of refusal” to extract these resources to Saskatchewan Highways and
Transportation.  Even though private contractors spend their own time and money on
exploration activities, Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation is given the first opportunity
to develop these resources.    

This “first right of refusal” policy discourages exploration activities.  This policy does not provide
for compensating the private contractor for any costs associated with sand and gravel
exploration.  As current supply is consumed, a co-operative effort must be taken in exploration
and development activities.

Sand and Gravel Exploration and Development Issue #1
ACCESS TO SAND AND GRAVEL RESOURCES

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C The Province, Lac La Ronge Indian Band, the Town of La Ronge, and the Village of Air

Ronge must work cooperatively with industry to manage sand and gravel resources.

C Land use allocation decisions must give equal consideration to sand and gravel
resources and other resources.

C Information about the availability of sand and gravel resources in the planning area
should be more complete.  Efforts should be taken to enhance awareness of the
availability and location of these resources. 

Continued...
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Sand and Gravel Exploration and Development Issue #1, ACCESS TO SAND AND
GRAVEL RESOURCES, Continued...

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible

1.  Development of An Inventory of Gravel
Resources:  Develop an inventory of sand and gravel
resources available within the planning area.  This
inventory should include the existing inventory of all
existing gravel pits maintained by DHT and SE.
Technology such as GIS and GPS should also be
used. 

SK Highways/
Industry

2.  Development Application Checklist: See
Development Issue #1 (Page 51) — General
Development

3.  Review Existing Rules and Regulations:
A review of the existing rules and regulations for sand
and gravel exploration and extraction activities must
be conducted.  Such a review should provide the
following information:

(a) a summary of any inconsistencies in rules
and regulations regarding the exploration and
extraction of sand and gravel resources on
Crown land by different agencies (e.g., private
business versus the provincial government);
and 
(b)  the possible changes that should be made
to these existing rules and regulations to
create a more competitive market for gravel
exploration, and extraction activities.  

SK Highways/
Industry/Local
Advisory Board
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Sand and Gravel Exploration and Development Issue #2
RECLAMATION OF QUARRY SITES

Present policy requires performance bonds to ensure proper reclamation is completed prior to
the reverting of a lease area back to the Crown.  Once the extraction of sand and gravel
resources is complete (or a gravel pit has been abandoned), quarries can be reclaimed and
used for a variety of other purposes, including recreation and residential development. 
Reclamation is also preferred for aesthetic and safety purposes.  The length and time that may
be needed to extract sand and gravel resources from a gravel pit and to carry out subsequent
reclamation activities will go well beyond the initial 5-year time frame of this land use
management plan.  However, reclamation issues were addressed by the Local Advisory Board. 

Action Item Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Development of Standards for Reclamation
Activities:  Develop, cooperatively with industry,
practical performance standards regarding aesthetic,
safety, and timing concerns related to the reclamation
of quarry pits.  These standards will also address how
quarry sites are to be reclaimed for different uses (e.g.
recreation areas, residential development).  

SE/Industry/
SK Highways/
Local Advisory
Board
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4.7 Development
The intent of these management strategies is to provide direction for orderly, sustainable, and
environmentally sensitive development throughout the planning area, while at the same time,
minimizing conflict between users and ensuring the conservation of the area’s natural
resources.  Development opportunities are influenced by the presence of various factors,
including the availability of provincial Crown land, the existence of the communities of the Lac
La Ronge Indian Band, La Ronge, Air Ronge and associated infrastructures, increasing
population levels, and the proximity of Lac La Ronge Provincial Park to the planning area.

As development opportunities are realized, individuals, organizations, and local governments
propose development ideas that often require the use of provincial Crown land.  These requests
include municipal developments such as community expansions, refuse sites, and sewage
lagoons.  Other requests include subdivision developments and applications for all types of
dispositions (commercial, industrial, agricultural, residential, recreational miscellaneous use,
wild rice and traditional resource use).  Different developments are more appropriate in certain
locations than others, but all proposed and existing developments must compete for the finite
land base of the La Ronge Planning Area.

Each development requires additional services or utilities (e.g., roads, power, telephone, water
and sewer, and solid waste disposal).  The development of community infrastructure also
increases conflict between different land uses and places stress on the environment.  Balancing
the demand for economic growth and social development opportunities with the health of the
environment is a major concern that must be addressed through the implementation of this land
use plan.  The co-operation of people within the area is imperative to reach this goal.
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Development Issue #1
GENERAL DEVELOPMENT

The following management guidelines and action items address development in general across
the La Ronge Planning Area.  

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Each application for development within the planning area will be reviewed to ensure 

consistency with this Plan and its objective of providing direction for orderly development
within the planning area.  The following directives must be met prior to a decision being
made on any application for a disposition on provincial Crown land:
<<<< There should be comprehensive consultation with those parties that potentially

could be affected by a development proposal.  All affected land users, including
traditional land users, should be consulted.  Where required, agreements should
be negotiated between affected parties (e.g., the developer and the current land
user).  In a case where the affected parties are unable to reach an agreement
the Minister will consider the application on its own merit.

<<<< To ensure that the planning area’s scarce supply of gravel resource is used
wisely, all potential developers must explore for gravel resources within their
proposed development site.  Their findings along with a description of the
methods they used must be reported to SE along with their application.  SE will
include this information within the review and approval process.  An application
may be denied based upon the presence of significant gravel resources. 

CCCC Monitoring of developments occurring on provincial Crown land will be conducted to
ensure authorized construction and development is actually taking place and is
proceeding in a timely manner.

CCCC Development opportunities will be limited near those areas infected with Dwarf Mistletoe. 
Appropriate fire proofing must be identified within a application for development in these
areas prior to any consideration for approval.  The presence of this forest disease
increases the risk of wildfire substantially.

CCCC Applications for development of any disposition should not be held up or not approved
on the grounds that it would constitute a withdrawal from a Forest Management
Agreement (FMA).  Refer to Forestry Issue #3 Withdrawal of Land From a Forest
Management Area on page 36.

CCCC The environmental impact of any new development should be minimized.

CCCC Where required by existing legislation and policy, environmental impact assessments
will be conducted for a proposed development. 

CCCC Any development (of a new lease) should contribute to the economic and social
development of the planning area.

Continued...
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Development Issue #1, GENERAL DEVELOPMENT, Continued...

C Existing dispositions will be renewed according to the terms and conditions of the
disposition agreement, as well as the requirements of relevant legislation and any
related policy and guidelines.  Renewal of an existing lease will also be subject to the
requirements of the management directives presented in the Plan. 

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible

1.  Setting of Development Guidelines and
Standards: Establish development standards and
guidelines for implementation by the ANPC and for
specific action items as identified herein.  These
guidelines and standards must seek to minimize the
impact of development on traditional land use and the
natural environment.

GRAA/SE/
Local Advisory
Board/ANPC

2.  Application Checklist: Work with Sustainable Land
Management Branch of SE to include in their  checklist
for disposition applications the following items: 

CCCC presence of gravel resources;
CCCC presence of significant resources and any

mitigation activities that may be required
if development goes ahead;

CCCC comprehensive consultation of affected
users; and

CCCC completion of any required development
or management plans (e.g., fuel wood
salvage plans, development plans,
subdivision plans).

SE/GRAA/
Local
Communities/
Advisory
Board/ANPC 

3.  Provision of Treaty Land Entitlement (TLE)
Information:  Updated information on TLE selections in
the planning area should be made available to the Local
Advisory Board and the Advisory Northern Planning
Commission. 

Ongoing GRAA/SE
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Development Issue #2
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

The issuing of commercial and industrial lease dispositions assist in providing opportunities for
economic and social development in the planning area.  Many residents of the planning area
depend upon commercial and industrial developments for employment and investment
opportunities.   

Management Policies and Guidelines: 
CCCC Commercial and industrial activities must occur within the corporate boundaries of the

Town of La Ronge and the Village of Air Ronge, and the community boundaries of Lac
La Ronge Indian Band Reserves.

CCCC Only those commercial and industrial activities that cannot be accommodated within the
corporate boundaries of the above local communities will be considered for approval on
the provincial Crown land found in the La Ronge Planning Area.  These commercial and
industrial activities may be considered for approval in the Resource Lands, Special
Management areas, Future Community Expansion, or the Developed Area Zones
identified in the planning area only if these proposed developments are suitable to the
purposes of these zones and meet the general activity guidelines of these areas.  (See
management guidelines below.  Also refer to Chapter 3 and Appendices 4 and 5 for an
overview of the purposes and general activity guidelines of these land use management
zones.)

CCCC Applications for new commercial and industrial developments must identify ecological,
social, and economic impacts and indicate how each of these impacts would be
addressed, if necessary.

CCCC Where required by existing legislation and policy, an environmental impact assessment
will be conducted prior to the approval of a proposed development. 

C Future Community Expansion Zones: (See Appendix 4)
< Commercial and industrial developments of an extensive or dispersed nature

(e.g., ski trail development for tourism operations) that result in minimal impact,
and that cannot be accommodated within the corporate boundaries of La Ronge
and Air Ronge and the community boundaries of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band
Reserves, will be allowed in the Future Community Expansion Zones.  The
construction of permanent structures in the Future Community Expansion Zone
will be permitted consistent with the policies for the ANPC, which reflect the long
range plans, interests and input of the appropriate adjacent community.   

< Any application that is made for commercial and industrial development in the
Future Community Expansion Zones and that is intensive or concentrated in
nature (e.g., sawmill development) will require review by the ANPC in
accordance with its land use plan and development controls and a referral to the 
Town of La Ronge, the Northern Village of Air Ronge, and the Lac La Ronge
Indian Band. 

Continued...
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Development Issue #2, Commercial and Industrial Development, Continued...

C Sensitive Resource Zones:  (See Appendix 4)
<<<< Various commercial and industrial development that cannot be accommodated

within the corporate boundaries of La Ronge and Air Ronge and the community
boundaries of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band Reserves will be allowed, based
upon an approved plan or guidelines that provide for the protection of sensitive
resources found in these land use management zones.  

< The construction of permanent structures for commercial development will not be
permitted in the Sensitive Resource Zones. 

C Resource Lands Zones: (See Appendix 4)
< Commercial and industrial development and activities must occur within the

boundaries of First Nation and municipal communities.  Only those commercial
and industrial developments and activities that cannot be accommodated within
the boundaries of these local communities will be considered for the Resource
Lands Zone.  

C Developed Areas: (See Appendix 4)
< Limited commercial activities, of varying natures, will be allowed in the Napatak,

Potato Lake, and Eagle Point subdivisions and the Lamp Lake and Rabbit Creek
special management areas.  (See Development Issue #4 (Page 56) —
DEVELOPED AREAS and Table 3-1 for further details.)
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Development Issue #3
YEAR-ROUND AND SEASONAL 
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Any residential development, whether year-round or seasonal, that occurs on provincial Crown
land requires an approved disposition.  The development of remote recreational cabins and
remote residential dispositions has not been allowed in the planning area for a number of years
and has often conflicted with traditional resource uses.  A development freeze was in effect as
this Plan was being prepared.  While this freeze has been in place, the demand for remote
recreational cabin and remote residential development has been increasing in the planning
area.  A number of trespass situations have occurred where cabins have been built without
legal dispositions.

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C To minimize conflict and fragmentation of the land base of the planning area, future

residential opportunities will only be made available within the boundaries of the Town of
La Ronge, the Northern Village of Air Ronge, the communities of the Lac La Ronge
Indian Band, or the developed areas identified in this Plan.  Only those remote
recreational and remote residential dispositions existing at the time of the development
of this Plan will be allowed.  New remote recreational and remote residential dispositions
will not be allowed on provincial Crown land in the planning area.  

New Subdivision Development
C The development of additional residential, recreation, or agricultural

subdivisions on provincial Crown land will only be permitted when 75% of the
existing subdivisions (i.e., Potato Lake, Lamp Lake, Eagle Point, Napatak, and
Rabbit Creek) are subscribed (i.e., purchased or leased and, subsequently
developed). 

CCCC The expansion of existing subdivisions or developed areas onto provincial
Crown land will only be permitted when 75% of the existing subdivision (i.e.,
Potato Lake, Lamp Lake, Eagle Point, Napatak, and Rabbit Creek) are
subscribed (i.e., purchased or leased and, subsequently developed).

C If a new subdivision development is to occur for residential or recreational
purposes, the minimum numbers of lots will be 10 with a maximum of 200 and
the minimum lot size will be 23 meters by 46 metres.

CCCC Any new subdivision development must provide a subdivision plan that outlines
infrastructure needs such as roads, utilities, water supply, and sewage and solid
waste disposal.  

CCCC ALSO SEE: Development Issue #4 (Page 56) — Developed Areas
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Development Issue #4
DEVELOPED AREAS

Various sections of the planning area have been zoned as developed areas (Also see Section
3 and Appendices 4 and 5).  These developed areas, which are not situated within the
boundaries of any of the municipal or First Nations communities found in the planning area,
include the following:

C Napatak Recreation Subdivision; 
C Lamp Lake Special Management Area;
C Rabbit Creek Special Management Area;
C Potato Lake Rural Residential Subdivision; and
C Eagle Point Residential Subdivision.

Developed areas are those land use management zones that allow for the recognition and
accommodation of compatible development in existing and future subdivisions found in the
planning area, but not situated within the boundaries of the communities of La Ronge, Air
Ronge, or the Lac La Ronge Indian Band.  The intent of this type of land use management zone
is twofold: (1) To provide for the development of land use controls for the ANPC, which would
be consistent with the management strategies of this Plan, for each developed area; and (2) To
direct all new residential development in the planning area away from unoccupied provincial
Crown land to these developed areas.  

The purpose of this Plan has not been to focus on the more detailed level of planning that is
required to address the land use needs within each of these developed areas.  However, the
management directives in this Plan do recognize that more specific development controls are
required within each of these smaller areas and that these local land use controls should be
developed with the participation of the residents of these developed areas.  

In the past, land and resource use decisions within the developed areas has been directed by
various documents including:

C Rabbit Creek Special Management Area Agricultural Land Use 
C Draft Lamp Lake Development Plan
C Potato Lake Land Use Plan

These documents have not been reviewed or updated as was the initial intention and have
become difficult to administer.

Management Policies and Guidelines:
C Administrating agencies will work with the residents of these areas to improve the land

use and activities direction included in this Plan.

C Administrating agencies will work with residents of the these areas to develop and/or
improve management policies and guidelines.

Continued..
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Development Issue #4, DEVELOPED AREAS, Continued...

C The authority for land use and development in the developed area zones, according to
the management objectives outlined in Chapter 3 and Appendix 5, will be provided
through the controls enacted by ministerial order under The Planning and Development
Act, 1983.

C Applications for development within the planning area (including developed areas) must
be submitted to the Development Officer for review.  A Development Officer is a
designated Provincial Government employee responsible for the processing of all
applications for development within the planning area.  Applications for uses that are
clearly within the scope of allowed uses as defined by this Plan can be approved by the
Development Officer.  Applications that are questionable, outside the scope of the Plan
or that would require an amendment to the Plan will be brought before the Advisory
Northern Planning Commission for their recommendation toward approval or denial.  
SEE: Chapter 5, page 72 for more information on the ANPC.  Prior to the
establishment of the Advisory Northern Planning Commission and the designation of the
Development Officer approval authority remains with the Regional Land Manager of the
Shield EcoRegion subject to present policy.

Napatak Recreation Subdivision:

CCCC Development of this subdivision will be residential, with commercial development
allowed on a limited basis to provide services to residents and tourists.

C Industrial and agricultural operations will not be allowed.

C Any local land use and zoning controls developed for this subdivision must be
compatible with the management strategies of the Plan.  

C Similar to the other developed area zones, the expansion of this area or the
development of new lots in this subdivision will only be considered once 75% of
the existing lots have been purchased or leased and subsequently developed. 
Such development of new lots must occur in consultation with the Napatak
Cottager Owner’s Association.

ALSO SEE: Table 3-1 (Page 16)

Lamp Lake Special Management Area:

CCCC Development in this area will be restricted to that which is agricultural,
institutional, and residential in nature. 

CCCC Industrial development will not be permitted. 

Continued...
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Development Issue #4, DEVELOPED AREAS, Continued...

CCCC Commercial activities or buildings associated with such activities will not be
permitted.  The exception would be commercial forest harvest operations
conducted in accordance with an approved annual operating plan.  Such
harvesting activities are not permitted to involve clear cutting practices. 

CCCC Similar to the other developed area zones, the expansion of this area or the
development of new lots in this subdivision will only be considered once 75% of 
the existing lots have been purchased or leased and, subsequently, developed. 
Such development of new lots must occur in consultation with the subdivision
lessees. 

ALSO SEE: Table 3-1 (Page 16) 

ALSO SEE: Development Issue #5 (Page 60) — AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT

Rabbit Creek Special Management Area:

CCCC Permanent structure development associated with recreational, commercial, and
industrial development are not be permitted. 

CCCC Commercial activities or buildings associated with such activities will not be
permitted.  The exception would be commercial forest harvest operations
conducted in accordance with an approved annual operating plan.  Such
harvesting activities are not permitted to involve clear cutting practices. 

CCCC Similar to the other developed area zones, the expansion of this area or the
development of new lots in this subdivision will only be considered once 75% of
the existing lots have been purchased or leased and, subsequently, developed. 
Such development of new lots must occur in consultation with the subdivision
lessees. 

ALSO SEE: Table 3-1 (Page 16) 

ALSO SEE: Development Issue #5 (Page 60) — AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT

Potato Lake Rural Residential Subdivision:

CCCC Development of this subdivision will be residential, with commercial and
institutional, development allowed on a limited basis to provide services to
residents and/or tourists.

CCCC Industrial development and activities will not be allowed.
    Continued...
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Development Issue #4, DEVELOPED AREAS, Continued...

CCCC Similar to the other developed area zones, the expansion of this area or the
development of new lots associated with subdivision will only be considered once
75% of the existing lots have been purchased and subsequently developed. 
Such development of new lots must occur in consultation with the Potato Lake
Homeowner’s Association.

ALSO SEE: Table 3-1 (Page 16)  

Eagle Point Subdivision:

CCCC Development of this subdivision will be residential, with limited commercial and
recreational development.

CCCC Industrial and agricultural development will not be allowed. 

CCCC Any local land use and zoning controls developed for this subdivision must be
compatible with the management strategies of the Plan.  

CCCC Development at Eagle Point should not prevent any long term expansion of the
Town of La Ronge. 

CCCC Similar to the other developed area zones, the expansion of this area or the
development of new lots in this subdivision will only be considered once 75% of
the existing lots have been purchased or leased and, subsequently, developed. 
Such development of new lots must occur in consultation with the residents of
the Eagle Point Subdivision.

ALSO SEE: Table 3-1 (Page 16)  

Private Parcels of Land:
CCCC Where the Minister establishes development control on private land under the

The Planning and Development Act, 1983, the zoning should recognize and
accommodate existing uses. 

CCCC The La Ronge Local Advisory Board will review and comment on these local
zoning categories prior to adoption.  Amendments to these local zoning controls
for private parcels of land will also be subject to review. 

ALSO SEE: Table 3-1 (Page 16)
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Development Issue #5
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

In the planning area, agricultural activity currently occurs in the Lamp Lake, Potato Lake, and
Rabbit Creek subdivisions.  Although the soil and climate of the La Ronge area may not be
suitable for the conventional agricultural practices of southern Saskatchewan, alternative
agricultural opportunities are possible.  For example, the acidic soils of the north are suitable for
the cultivation of blueberries and cranberries.  In addition, Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food
has successfully developed a strawberry plant that is characterized as having “northern vigor”
and, as such, can be grown in more southerly locations and is able to produce increased early
yields.  Agricultural activities provide economic development opportunities in the area.

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC New agricultural leases will only be approved for the Lamp Lake and Rabbit Creek

special management areas.  Only at that point in time when both of these developed
areas are 75% subscribed to (i.e., 75% of available lots are either purchased or leased,
and subsequent development has occurred), will agricultural activities be considered for
approval in other locations throughout the planning area. 

CCCC Provisions will not be made to allow for sale of any land associated with new agricultural
leases applied for after this document has received final approval by Cabinet. 
Agricultural leases applied for or held prior to final Cabinet approval will continue to have
the opportunity to purchase a residential parcel as per SE policy.

CCCC Residences associated with any new agricultural lease will only be allowed, if these
structures can be removed from the site at the expiry of the lease.

CCCC Applicants for new agricultural leases must provide a business development plan at the
time of application.

CCCC New agricultural leases must show annual production or development to maintain their
lease.  Existing lessee’s will not be asked to meet this requirement, but would be
encouraged to maintain records of their annual production.  Should an existing lease
change ownership, the new lessee would be required to meet the same requirements of
all new agricultural leases. 

CCCC ALSO SEE: Development Issue #4 (Page 56) — DEVELOPED AREAS.

CCCC Dog yards will be allowed on agricultural leases in Rabbit Creek and Lamp Lake Special
Management Areas.

Continued...
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Development Issue #5, AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT, Continued...

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Development of Inventory of Potential
Agricultural Areas:  Develop an inventory of areas
within the planning area with high agricultural
potential. 

SE/SAFRR/Local
Advisory
Board/ANPC

2.  Identification of Alternative Agricultural
Practices:  Identify alternative agricultural practices
that may be viable in the planning area and
encourage agricultural lease holders to pursue such
agricultural development.

SAFRR/Local
Advisory Board

3.  Review of Lease Rates:  Review of all lease
rates for provincial Crown land in the La Ronge
Planning Area. 

SE/SAFRR/
GRAA/Local
Advisory Board

4.  Policy Development:  Develop for the planning
area, an agricultural policy that addresses such
concerns as the following: 

C a minimum size for new agricultural
leases; and

C appropriate lease rates. 

SE/SAFRR/Local
Advisory Board
/ANPC
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Development Issue #6
SHORELINE DEVELOPMENT

 
Shoreline development occurs along the shore of water bodies and includes such development
as docks, boathouses, and filleting shacks.  Shoreline development has been identified as an
activity that affects the aesthetics of the planning area, as well as the quality of the area’s water
resources.

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Existing provincial and federal legislation, policies, and guidelines must be enforced to

protect shore land areas.  

CCCC There must be an integrated and coordinated effort between the Town of La Ronge, the
Village of Air Ronge, the Lac La Ronge Indian Band, and the provincial and federal
governments to regulate shoreline development in the planning area. 

CCCC ALSO SEE: Environmental protection Issue #4 (Page 23) — Water Quality

Action Items Agencies
 

Time Lines
Responsible

1. Development of an Inventory of Sensitive Shore
Land Areas:  Identify sensitive shore land areas
throughout the planning area.

SE/Local
Traditional
Resource Users/
Local Advisory
Board/ANPC

2.  Identification of Allowable Shoreline
Developments:  A list of allowable shoreline
developments must be compiled.  Guidelines should
also be developed to assist in determining whether or
not more complicated shoreline developments (e.g.,
marinas, breakwaters, and airplane water bases)
should be considered for approval.  This information
would be used by both SE and the Local Advisory
Board.

SE/Local
Advisory Board
/ANPC
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Development Issue #7
BUFFERS BETWEEN DIFFERENT LAND USES

Buffers are used to assist in mitigating land use conflicts by separating potentially conflicting
uses.  Development usually increases the demand for buffering as occupants of different sites
seek to ensure privacy and protection of their property from other uses and developments.  In
addition to separating non-compatible uses, buffers can be established for a variety of other
reasons, including those of an aesthetic nature.  

Although present practice allows for the setting of buffers up to 90 meter in width along aquatic
habitat and roadways, these buffers can only be enforced if conditions are included within an
authorized permit, licence, or agreement. Buffer size depends on vegetation types, geographic
conditions, and the requirements of different developments. 

Aesthetic and Riparian Sensitive Resource Zones: The management requirement to protect
both aesthetic and riparian resources within the La Ronge Planning Area has been identified
through the establishment of both Aesthetic and Riparian Sensitive Resource Zones (See
Chapter 3 and Appendices 4 and 5).  These land use management zones are potential buffers
that have been identified throughout the La Ronge Planning Area (See Figure 3-1).  Given
varying scientific, traditional, and local knowledge and personal perceptions, both aesthetic and
riparian resources can be defined in many different ways.  The definition of both the Aesthetic
and Riparian Sensitive Resource Management Zones must be more clearly defined to assist in
the achievement of the overall goal, objectives, and principles of the Plan. 

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Buffers must be used to separate different types of development (e.g., residential,

recreation, commercial, industrial, agricultural, traditional land use, and timber
harvesting).

CCCC Managers of competing land uses must consult and negotiate buffers of reasonable, but
definitive, width with the owners of traditional resource use (TRU) cabins.  These buffers
must be suitable to different types of competing land uses.

CCCC For aesthetic purposes, alter the 90 meter buffer along the highways and roads to a
buffer zone of variable width dependent upon a number of factors (e.g., vegetation type,
wildlife needs, requirement for width of right of way).

CCCC Any buffer that is negotiated, identified, and agreed to must be: 
1. Clearly defined so that all affected parties can clearly understand the

exact area that has been set aside as a buffer;
2. Clearly defined according to both scientific and traditional knowledge; 
3. Clearly defined so that, if necessary, the affected parties can negotiate

compensation; and
 4. Clearly defined according to minimum standards or requirements for

acceptable buffers between various competing land and resource uses. 
 

Continued...
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Development Issue #7, BUFFERS BETWEEN DIFFERENT LAND USES, Continued...

Should the affected parties not be able to reach agreement a decision will
 Be made by a neutral and knowledgeable group or committee of

individuals that does not include the affected parties.

CCCC Existing Dispositions:  A developer must negotiate buffers with existing lease holders.
When buffers are being negotiated between affected parties, existing leases cannot be
forced to change location (i.e., existing leases must be grand-fathered). 

CCCC New Dispositions:  New development plans for dispositions must identify a buffer (this
must be identified in the application process).  A buffer must be negotiated between the
developer and other affected parties such as trappers, and recreational clubs.

CCCC Consultation:  The developer responsible for consulting and negotiating buffers with
the affected parties must:
< indicate how aboriginal and other people using land within the development area,

along with other interested stakeholders and persons, have been informed and
consulted about the potential development and the required buffers; and

<  indicate as a consequence of the consultations mentioned above what concerns
and issues were brought to the developers attention and what the developer will
do in response to the concerns and issues raised.

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Development of Minimum Standards:  Minimum
standards of buffers to be placed between various types
of resource uses must be determined and agreed to, on
a consensus basis, by a neutral and knowledgeable
group or committee of individuals that does not include
any affected parties.

Year 1 SE/ANPC

2.  Development of a Consultation, Negotiation and
Dispute Resolution Process for Buffers:  Such a
process will allow affected parties to negotiate buffers
that satisfy a variety of protection and development
purposes and meet the minimum standard requirements
set for buffers. 

SE/ANPC/
Affected
Parties

3.  Defining Aesthetic and Riparian Sensitive
Resource Zones:  These land use management zones
must be more specifically defined.  The process of
clearly defining these zone categories will be closely
related to the development of minimum standards for
buffers (See Action Item #1).

Year 1 SE/ANPC
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Development Issue #8
LINEAR DEVELOPMENT

Linear development such as roadways, trails, and utility corridors can have both positive and
negative impacts.  Linear development is necessary to accommodate economic development
opportunities, provide services and utilities to residents of the planning area, and enhance
access to traditional resource use cabins.  However, on the other hand, the negative impacts of
linear development include fragmentation of wildlife habitat, disruption to watershed flow and
fish habitat, and additional hunting pressures due to easier access.  Both linear development
and its related maintenance can cause conflicts with other land and resource uses. 

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Multiple-use corridors will be encouraged, unless safety concerns and development

requirements do not permit.  

CCCC The number of new roads will be kept to a minimum by coordinating road planning for all
resource uses.  

CCCC Planning for future road development will require a public consultation process to keep
area residents informed as to the location and type of road construction being proposed. 

CCCC Road, trail, and utility corridor development must use a minimum land base and have
minimal environmental impact.

CCCC ALSO SEE:  Development Issue #9 (Page 66) — Trail Development and
Maintenance 

CCCC ALSO SEE:  Forestry Issue #9 (Page 43) — Forestry Road Development

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Develop a complete Inventory of Existing
Roads, Trails, and Utility Corridors:  This inventory
should provide information such as the following for
the planning area: 

C the location, and classification of
existing roads;

C the location and types of existing trails
and utility corridors; and

C the sources of information used. 

This information will be used for the following: 
C evaluating and designating roads and

trails for specific uses (e.g. cross
country skiing, snowmobiling)

SE/Local
Traditional
Resource Users/
Interest Groups/ 
Local Advisory
Board/ANPC
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Development Issue #9
TRAIL DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE

Conflicts can occur between different trail users.  For example, during the winter months
conflicts can occur between cross country skiers, recreational snowmobilers, and/or trappers
using trails for harvesting purposes (i.e., travel through trap line areas).  Meanwhile, during the
summer months, cyclists and hikers may also want to use the same trails.  As the number of
trail users grows and the diversity of trail activities increases, so will the potential for conflict. 

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Development and maintenance plans are required for any proposed trail development in

the planning area.  These plans must address such concerns as public safety and the
public consultation processes that will be used to inform area residents and other
resource users about the proposed trail development.

CCCC ALSO SEE: Recreation Issue #1 (Page 67) — Safety Concerns

CCCC ALSO SEE: Development Issue #8 (Page 65) — Linear Development 
 

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
Responsible

1.  Review and Provide Comment With the  SE/Local
Possibility of Endorsing: Provincial Road and Trail
Development Guidelines presently being developed by
SE.  The following are some of the issues that should
be addressed to ensure responsible road and trail
development in the planning area: restriction on the
number of trails allowed; minimum/maximum lengths
and widths of trails; safety considerations; acceptable
reasons for development; use by different groups or
associations; permitting requirements; and multi-use
trail proposals.

Traditional
Resource
Users/Interest
Groups/Local
Advisory Board

2.  Development of Public Education Material For
Trap Lines:  Promote respect for trap lines through
public education processes (e.g., brochures, signing). 

Year 1 SE/Local
Traditional
Resource Users/
Interest Groups/
Local Advisory
Board
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4.8  Recreation
Outdoor recreation activities that take place in the La Ronge Planning Area include cross-
county skiing, snowmobiling, hiking, camping, picnicking, sport fishing and hunting, and motor-
boating, canoeing, and wildlife viewing.

Recreation Issue #1
SAFETY CONCERNS

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Encourage sports and recreation organizations (e.g., local recreation boards and sports

clubs, regional recreation associations, provincial sports governing bodies such as
Cross Country Saskatchewan, snowmobiling associations) to continue conducting safety
courses for different outdoor recreation activities (e.g., cross-country skiing,
snowmobiling).

CCCC ALSO SEE: Development Issue #9 (Page 66) — TRAIL DEVELOPMENT AND
MAINTENANCE

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible 

1.  Designation of Outdoor Recreation Areas:
Throughout the planning area, designate trails
and/or areas for outdoor recreation use.

SE/Local Advisory
Board/ Local
Organizations

2.  Development of Design and Information
Standards:  For approved outdoor recreation
facilities such as trails and camping areas, develop
and implement design standards (e.g., trail width
and slope) and information standards (e.g., maps,
location, emergency information, and signing).

SE/Local
Organizations/
Local Advisory
Board

3.  Presentation of Safety Courses:  Explore
possibility of SE and recreational disposition holders
working together to negotiate, as part of lease
agreements, that the disposition holder presents
safety training courses as a service to the public.

Local
Organizations/
Local Advisory
Board/SE

4.  Potential Charging of Penalties For Misuse of
Outdoor Recreation Facilities: Explore possibility
of charging such penalties for misuse of outdoor
recreation facilities found on provincial crown land in
the planning area.

SE/Local Advisory
Board
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4.9  Tourism
The La Ronge area is one of Saskatchewan’s premier tourist destinations.   One of the major
drawing cards is the area’s natural environment.  This feature coupled with the services of the
local communities make the La Ronge Planning Area an attractive access point for participation
in a number of outdoor recreation and tourism activities. 

Tourism Issue #1
ALLOCATION OF LAND AND RESOURCES

Unoccupied provincial Crown land and resources such as forests, fish and wildlife, and
numerous water bodies that are key factors of production in the provision of tourism
opportunities are found in and near the La Ronge Planning Area.  The optimal allocation of
these resources to tourism and other resource uses is required.  

Management Policies and Guidelines:
CCCC Further development of the tourism industry in the La Ronge Planning Area should

occur in conjunction with the recommendations of the Northern Tourism Industry
Assessment Final Report (December 1999).

Action Items AgenciesTime Lines
Responsible 

1. Development of an inventory: of land and
resource use concerns and potential conflicts related
to the tourism industry in the planning area.

SE/SNA/ 
Local Advisory
Board/ANPC

2.  Identification of Areas Suitable for Tourism
Activities:  Identify those areas suitable for tourism
activities and those areas where tourism should be
discouraged or prohibited from occurring based on
seasonal occurrences (e.g., caribou calving season)
or potential conflicts with traditional land use or
regional developments.

Local Advisory
Board/SE/ANPC

3.  Determination of Carrying Capacities:  Identify
carrying capacities (e.g., social, environmental, and
economic) for tourism purposes.

SE/SNA/ANPC

4.  Define Different Categories of Tourism: Define
different types of tourism — eco-tourism; and
adventure, Aboriginal, and cultural tourism) — for
planning purposes in the La Ronge Planning Area. 
Consider existing definitions in their development.

Northern Sask.
Tourism Task
Team/ La Ronge
Air Ronge
Tourism
Committee/
SE/SNA/ANPC

5.  Review  With the Possibility of Endorsing: 
Commercial Outdoor Recreation Guidelines
presently being developed by SE. 

Local Advisory
Board
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Tourism Issue #2
SCENIC RESOURCES 

The scenic resources of an area play an important role in developing the tourism package that
is made available for consumption by visitors to an area.  

Management Policies and Guidelines:  
C The designation and management of scenic resources in the planning area must be in

accordance with the purposes of Aesthetic Special Management Zones and the general
activity guidelines established for this type of land use management zone (See Chapter
3 and Appendix 4).  

CCCC ALSO SEE: Development Issue #7 (Page 63) — Buffers Between Different Land
Uses

Action Items AgenciesTime Lines
Responsible 

1.  Development of an Inventory of Scenic
Viewpoints:  Develop an inventory of exceptional
scenic viewpoints, visible from land or water, found
throughout the planning area.  This inventory should
also outline any existing and potential factors that take
away from the scenic quality of the area.

SE/Local
Advisory Board/
La Ronge and
Air Ronge
Tourism
Committee/
ANPC

2.  Development of Standards and Guidelines:
Develop standards and guidelines to protect the
scenic resources of the planning area.  Such
standards and guidelines should include the following:
landscaping standards; buffers; and consultation
requirements.  All new developments should conform
to these standards and guidelines. 

SE/Local
Advisory Board/
La Ronge & Air
Ronge Tourism
Committee/
ANPC
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4.10  Economic Development
The guidelines presented in this Plan will have implications for land and resource use in
economic activities such as forestry, tourism, mineral exploration, and trapping.  These
activities can generate net economic benefits for the residents of the planning area by creating
jobs and business development opportunities.  Land and resources are factors of production in
these activities.  Accordingly, land and resource allocation decisions will play a key role in the
facilitation of economic development in the planning area. 

Economic Development
ALLOCATION DECISIONS

Management Policies and Guidelines: 
C Applications for new commercial or industrial dispositions must identify any potential

economic impacts (e.g., # of jobs to be created; level of production or output) to the
planning area.

C Government should consider ways of integrating economic analysis of non-monetary
benefit/cost into decision making regarding the allocation, or use, of land and natural
resources. 

C Government should consider methods of providing economic analysis: Consider ways of
integrating economic analysis of non-monetary benefits/costs into decision-making
regarding the allocation ,or use, of land and natural resources.

Action Items Time Lines Agencies
 Responsible

1.  Encourage Economic Research in the
Planning Area:  Encourage the appropriate
agencies to consider conducting different economic
studies to provide a better understanding of
allocation decisions regarding land and resource use
(e.g., studies that focus on the economic value of
subsistence use of land and resources, tourism and
outdoor recreation initiatives, and forestry activities). 

SE/SNA/ 
Universities /
Local Advisory
Board

2.  Increase Knowledge of Forest Economic SE/SNA/SIR/
Development Activities:  Meet with provincial
government representatives to discuss the forest
economic development activities in the planning
area and the relationship of these activities to the
work of the Local Advisory Board.  Also use such an
opportunity to gain a better understanding of the
Province’s vision for economic development in the
La Ronge area given the proposed increased forest
harvesting activities. 

Year 1
Local Advisory
Board
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4.11 Compensation

Compensation Issue #1
COMPENSATION FOR LOSS 

OF INVESTMENT AND/OR RESOURCE USE BENEFITS

Economic activities such as trapping, eco-tourism, and mineral exploration that are dependent
upon land and natural resources as factors of production involve financial investment by
individuals and businesses.  Various developments may negatively impact other competing
uses of land and resources and potentially cause economic loss for a resource harvester.

Management Policies and Guidelines: 
C Developing and implementing a compensation process will be the responsibility of the

developer and the affected parties (e.g., trappers, eco-tourism operators).

CCCC ALSO SEE:  Traditional Land Use Issue #4 (Page 28) — COMPENSATION

CCCC ALSO SEE:   Mineral Exploration and Mine Development Issue #3 (Page 46)—
COMPENSATION FOR SURRENDER OF MINERAL CLAIMS
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Chapter 5

PLAN ADMINISTRATION

The Plan will be implemented as a joint effort between the Province of Saskatchewan, the LAB,
an Advisory Northern Planning Commission (ANPC), and assistance from local cottage
associations.  A two level approach will be utilized to effectively administer land use and
resource management in the planning area.  SE will be responsible for the administration and
implementation of the Plan.  SE will coordinate activities of the Local Advisory Board (LAB)
consistent with its mandate to manage, enhance and protect natural and environmental
resources.  GRAA will be responsible for the implementation of land use policy in the Plan
through the establishment of an ANPC, Advisory Northern Planning Commission Land Use Plan
(ANPCLUP) and development controls under The Planning and Development Act, 1983.  GRAA
will coordinate the activities of the ANPC consistent with its role to support community planning
and development for northern communities.   More specifically, implementation is as follows: 

5.1 Cabinet Approval of the Plan

ThePlan will take effect on the date of approval by Cabinet.  The Plan will provide a general
framework for land use and resource management in the planning area.  The management
policies and guidelines contained in Chapter 4 will guide the responsible agencies in addressing
development and resource uses.  Specific action items, as identified in Chapter 6, will be
implemented by the responsible agencies in consultation with the LAB in year 1 and in
successive years thereafter.

5.2 Continuance of the Local Advisory Board

The LAB will continue as an advisory group to provide direction and local input to the provincial
government for implementation annual monitoring and review of this Plan.  The LAB will consist
of a broad range of stakeholders and focus on the broader resource management issues,
policies, guidelines, and action items provided in the Plan.

5.3 Establishment of an Advisory Northern Planning Commission

The Minister of Government Relations and Aboriginal Affairs may, by order, establish an
advisory planning commission pursuant to Part VI.I of The Planning and Development Act,
1983 (the Act) as follows:

1. The minister's order to establish the ANPC will designate the planning area and appoint
members to the commission. Eligibility for membership and responsibility of the ANPC
would be set out in the order in accordance with the Act.  The ANPC will focus on land
use policy issues with the development of an ANPCLUP and development control that is
consistent with the general policy framework of the Plan.  The ANPC will provide input
and direction regarding action items as specifically identified in this plan however, may
also choose to become involved regarding other action items as it considers
appropriate. 

2. The minister's order to establish an ANCPLUP and development controls will also
designate a provincial official from GRAA as the development officer responsible for the
administration of the Plan.  The responsibilities of the development officer will include:
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C providing the public with information about the Plan and the planning
area;

C administering the application and development permit system;
C approving applications that are clearly within the scope of the Plan and;
C referring all other applications to the ANCP for its recommendation.

 
5.4 Inter-Department Support and Resources

1. Saskatchewan Environment (SE) and Government Relations and Aboriginal Affairs 
(GRAA) will work with the local governments and the LAB to establish the La Ronge
Advisory Northern Planning Commission (ANPC) to assist with the implementation of
the land use policies and guidelines of this Plan.

2. SE and GRAA will assist the ANPC in the formulation of a minister's order to implement
a separate ANPCLUP and development controls for the planning area that is derived
from the specific policies and guidelines pertaining to land use that are contained in the
Plan.

3. SE and GRAA will assist the ANPC, in conjunction with cottage owner associations, to
formulate additional development controls for specific development areas in the
planning area that are consistent with the provisions of the Plan.

4. SE and GRAA will allocate adequate human and financial resources to support the
implementation of the Plan and the ANCPLUP and development controls including:

- The dedication of staff resources by SE to provide administrative support
for the LAB and the annual monitoring and the review of this Plan.

- The dedication of provincial staff resources by GRAA to serve as the
development officer for the ANPC.

- The dedication of provincial staff and financial resources by GRAA to
provide ongoing planning advisory services to the ANPC in plan
formulation, monthly commission meetings, ANPC costs and member
remuneration.

5.5 Monitoring of the Plan and Policy Action Items

1. The progress of those action items targeted for completion during a specific year-long
period will be monitored and reviewed on an annual basis.  The Plan will be reviewed
annually to determine what action items have been achieved and what action items
should be priority for the upcoming year.  Accordingly, Chapter 6 will be revised on an
annual basis.  The Plan will be monitored annually by SE and GRAA, with the
assistance of the LAB, to determine what action items have been achieved and should
be given priority for the upcoming year.

2. Action items in the Plan recommend the development of policy to address specific land
use and resource management issues.  These policies become an effective part of the
Plan upon their approval.

5.6 Review of the Plan

The Plan has a five-year time frame that will commence once this document receives final
approval.  At the end of this five-year period, the Plan will be reviewed and revised accordingly
to meet the continuously changing needs of the La Ronge Planning Area.  The review will
include consultation with the LAB, interest groups and the general public.
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Chapter 6

SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS AND TIME-LINES

This chapter presents the action items that should be completed during Year 1 of the
implementation of this Plan.  This chapter must be reviewed and updated on an annual basis. 

Year 1

Issues Action Items Time Lines

Plan Administration Establish an advisory Northern Planning
Commission:   SE and GRAA will  work
cooperatively with the La Ronge Local Advisory
Board, the Town of La Ronge, the Northern Village
of Air Ronge, and the Lac La Ronge Indian Band to
carry out the task of formulating the role and
responsibilities of the ANPC, policy development,
budget, rules of procedure and organizational
concerns.

Year 1,
immediately
after the
approval of
this Plan

Plan Administration Continuance of the La Ronge Local Advisory
Board: The LAB and SE will take the initial lead role
in the administration of this Plan until the ANPC is
established.  SE will work with the LAB to clarify its
ongoing roles.

Year 1;
monthly
board
meetings

Economic Increase Knowledge of Forest Economic
Development Development Activities:  Meet with provincial
Issue #1:
ALLOCATION
DECISIONS

government representatives to discuss the forest
economic development activities in the planning
area and the relationship of these activities to the
work of the LAB or ANPC.  Also use such an
opportunity to gain a better understanding of the
Province’s vision for economic development in the
La Ronge area given the proposed increased forest
harvesting activities.  

Year 1
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Forestry Issue #1: Review of Annual Forestry Operating Plans:  The
PROTECTION OF
FOREST
ECOSYSTEM

LAB or ANPC (once established) will participate in
the review of those forestry operating plans that
affect the planning area.  The Board or Commission
will use these reviews as an opportunity to outline
the following: (1) concerns about harvesting
proposals; and (2) recommendations for alternative
harvesting strategies, as required. 

Ongoing

Forestry Issue #2: Preparation of Annual Reports for Renewal
REGENERATION Activities: Annual reports should be prepared to
OF FOREST
RESOURCES

outline the regeneration activities that have occurred
in the planning area during a one-year period.  

Annually

Forestry Issue #3: Identification of Areas not Available for Timber
WITHDRAWAL OF Harvest: Develop a list of areas that should not be
LAND FROM A
FOREST
MANAGEMENT
AREA

made available for timber harvest.

Year 1

Forestry Issue #4: 1.  Development and Implementation of a
PUBLIC Communication Strategy:  Develop and implement
CONSULTATION a communication strategy that will inform local

people about proposed forestry initiatives and
current logging activities.  Communication tools will
include:
C Educational tours of forest/logging activities.
C Continued use of signs to warn people of

logging trucks. (e.g., corner of Napatak and
Highway #2)

C Public notices (e.g., cable channel, radio,
and print).

C Open houses and public meetings.
C Interviews (e.g. cable channel, radio, and

print).
C Post signs describing activities (e.g.,

Mistletoe control)

Year 1

Mineral Exploration Development of a Communication Process: 
and Mine
Development Issue
#4: PUBLIC
EDUCATION

Such a process would assist in enhancing the
public’s knowledge of mineral exploration and
production and related importance of these activities
to the northern economy.

Year 1
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Development Issue Provision of Treaty Land Entitlement (TLE)
#1: GENERAL Information: Updated information on TLE selections
DEVELOPMENT in the planning area should be made available to the

Local Advisory Board.

Ongoing

Development Issue Development of Minimum Standards:  Minimum
#7: BUFFERS
BETWEEN
DIFFERENT LAND
USES

standards of buffers to be placed between various
types of resource uses should be determined and
agreed to, on a consensus basis, by a neutral and
knowledgeable group or committee of individuals
that does not include any affected parties.

Year 1

Development Issue Defining Aesthetic and Riparian Sensitive
#7: BUFFERS Resource Zones:  These land use management
BETWEEN
DIFFERENT LAND
USES

zones must be more specifically defined.  The
process of clearly defining these zone categories will
be closely related to the development of minimum
standards for buffers.

Year 1

Development Issue Development of Public Education Material For
#9: TRAIL Trap Lines: Promote respect for trap lines through
DEVELOPMENT
AND
MAINTENANCE

public education processes (e.g., brochures,
signing).

Year 1
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Chapter 7

PLANNING PROCESS AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

The intent of this chapter is to provide a basic overview of the planning process and the public
involvement activities that were undertaken for the development of the Plan.  

7.1  The Planning Process
Basic activities are common to any land use planning process.  Appendix 9 briefly describes
this general planning process and its various components.  This general planning process has
been adapted for the development of this Plan and entails the following:  

C Plan Initiation;
C Information and Issue Gathering;
C Meetings;
C Draft Plan Preparation;
C Draft Plan Review and Revision;
C Plan Approval; and
C Plan Administration.

7.1.1  Plan Initiation:  The development of the draft Plan was initiated in 1997. 
Representatives of various provincial government departments as well as municipal and
First Nations governments located in the La Ronge area began discussing the possibility
of conducting a land use planning process.  The need for a management plan was
becoming apparent to assist in ensuring the orderly use of land and renewable
resources on provincial Crown land around the communities of La Ronge, Air Ronge,
and the reserves of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band.  A Planning Secretariat was
formed to direct and oversee the land use planning process.  Membership of the
Planning Secretariat has included representatives of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band, the
Town of La Ronge, Saskatchewan Environment, Saskatchewan Northern Affairs,
Government Relations and Aboriginal Affairs, and Saskatchewan Industry and
Resources. 

Various organizations representing a number of different land and resources users in 
the La Ronge Planning Area were identified and invited to participate in the planning
process.  Representatives of local communities and residential subdivisions, area
trapping blocks, recreation groups, environmental groups, and industries such as
forestry, mining, and sand and gravel extraction were contacted.  Those organizations
and individuals who responded were invited to participate as members of the La Ronge
Local Advisory Board.  This Board took on an advisory role to inform the provincial
government as to how local governments, organizations, land users, and residents
would prefer to address the management of land and renewable resource use in the La
Ronge area. 

One of the initial tasks completed by this Board was the development of a Terms of
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Reference that generally outlined the purpose and the basic guidelines for the operation
of this committee.  (A copy of this Terms of Reference has been provided in Appendix
10.)  A key item noted in this Terms of Reference was the consensus decision-making
process that was used by the La Ronge Local Advisory Board to arrive at the mutually
agreed upon management strategies presented in the Plan. 

7.1.2  Information and Issue Gathering:  During one of the initial Local Advisory Board
meetings, the members identified land and resource use issues for the La Ronge
Planning Area.  These issues formed the basis for future Board discussions regarding
the development of potential management strategies to address land and resource use
and management in the planning area.  

Throughout the planning process, resource people from within and outside of the
provincial government provided their expertise to assist with the planning process. 
Advice and information for such areas of concern as forestry, mineral exploration, fish
and wildlife management, shoreline and water management, and environmental
protection.  

7.1.3  Meetings:  Local Advisory Board meetings were generally held on a monthly
basis during the time period extending from November 1997 to May 2000.  (Appendix 11
provides a listing of the dates and locations of the meetings of the La Ronge Local
Advisory Board).  The land and resource use and management issues identified by this
group were discussed at these meetings.  The results of these Board discussions
included the potential management strategies presented in Chapter 4 of this document. 
Technical and scientific information prepared by various resource people was presented
at meetings to assist the Board in developing sound management recommendations.  

The members of the Planning Secretariat attended the Local Advisory Board meetings. 
The Planning Secretariat was responsible for preparing and conducting meetings.  

A public meeting was held on April 29, 1998 at the Royal Canadian Legion in La Ronge
to provide residents of the Town of La Ronge, the Northern Village of Air Ronge, and
the Lac La Ronge Indian Band with an overview of the land use planning process. 
Members of the La Ronge Local Advisory Board not only attended this public meeting,
but also assisted in its preparation and presentation.  Another public meeting had been
scheduled for April 28, 1998 in the Lac Ronge Indian Band reserve community of
Sucker River. 

The Local Advisory Board meeting held on Wednesday, May 31, 2000 specifically
addressed the ongoing administration and implementation of the Plan, once it is
finalized and approved.  Special invitation was made to the Mayors of La Ronge and Air
Ronge, the Chief of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band, and various senior management
staff of Government Relations ans Aboriginal Affairs and Saskatchewan Environment to
attend this meeting.

  
7.1.4  Draft Plan Preparation:  An initial draft management plan was prepared by the
Saskatchewan Environment staff participating in the Planning Secretariat.  This initial
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draft was presented to the members of the La Ronge Local Advisory Board and other
members of the Planning Secretariat in mid-March 2000.  Local Advisory Board and
Planning Secretariat members provided comments on this initial draft at the April 15,
2000 Local Advisory Board meeting.  The draft Plan distributed in early December 2000
incorporated the comments and revisions suggested by the Board at the April 2000
meeting. 

7.1.5  Draft Plan Review and Revision:  The draft Plan has gone through a review
process that has provided the Local Advisory Board, the Planning Secretariat and
various agencies of the Provincial Government an opportunity to comment on its
contents.  The general public, industry, Lac La Ronge Indian Band and local municipal
governments have also had an opportunity to comment on its contents.  This review
process has included the following:

C Initial Review:  The draft Plan was distributed to members of the La Ronge
Local Advisory Board and the Planning Secretariat, in addition to various
provincial government departments and agencies for review.  The provincial
government departments and agencies that were asked to participate as part of 
this review process are as follows: 
< Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food;
< Saskatchewan Energy and Mines; 
< Saskatchewan Environment and Resource Management;
< Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation;
< Saskatchewan Intergovernmental and Aboriginal Affairs; 
< Saskatchewan Municipal Affairs, Culture, and Housing;
< Saskatchewan Northern Affairs; 
< Saskatchewan Tourism;
< Indian and Northern Affairs Canada;
< Crown Investment Corporation of Saskatchewan; and
< Sask Water.

Provincial government departments and agencies were asked to provide
comment in terms of respective mandates, responsibilities and any concerns that
the management strategies presented by not aligning with existing provincial
legislation and policy.

Technical comments were received from over 20 government officials.  These
comments were compiled into one document and on August 2, 2001 a meeting
was held with the Local Advisory Board to discuss those comments requiring
substantial change to the document and those with legal implications.  The
technical comments received from Government officials have been incorporated
into this draft document where appropriate.

A letter outlining concerns with forestry practices was received from LAB
Members Rick Kolstad and Deb Peters.  The this letter has been incorporated
into the document by including it as appendix 11 (Page A49 and A50).
Initial Document Revision:  After the internal review, revisions were made to
the draft Plan to incorporate comments received from the Local Advisory Board,
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Planning Secretariat and provincial government departments and agencies.

Public Review:   The revised draft document was made available to the general
public for review in the fall of 2001.  Public meetings were held in:
C Hall Lake September 17 , 2001 Hall Lake Band Hallth

C La Ronge September 18 , 2001 La Ronge Motor Innth

C Sucker River September 19 , 2001 Sucker River Band Hallth

to provide the general public an opportunity to express their concerns about the
Plan.

Copies of the draft Plan were made available to the Councils of the Town of La
Ronge, the Northern Village of Air Ronge, and the Lac La Ronge Indian Band
during the period of public review.  Presentation was made to each of the
councils on the following dates:
C Northern Town of La Ronge October 10 , 2001th

C Northern Village of Air RongeNovember 21 , 2001st

C Lac La Ronge Indian Band January 15 , 2002th

provide an overview of the contents of the draft Plan and to allow these local
governments to discuss and address any concerns with the management
strategies presented.  Each of the councils provided valuable comments.  Both
the Town of La Ronge and Village of Air Ronge councils have approved the Plan
and are committed to working cooperatively toward its implementation.  The chief
and council of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band have approved the Plan in principle
and are also committed to working cooperatively toward its implementation. 
Final Document Revision:  Comments provided by the general public and
councils of the Town of La Ronge, Village of Air Ronge and the Lac La Ronge
Indian Band have been included within this document where appropriate.

7.1.6  Plan Approval
The completed Plan will be submitted to the Provincial Cabinet for consideration and
approval as a provincial policy document.

7.1.7  Plan Administration
Once the Plan is approved, the LAB will continue to oversee the implementation of this
Plan.  An ANPC will be established to work as a permanent management structure in
conjunction with the LAB to implement this Plan and its management strategies. This
commission will work in conjunction with the provincial government to carry out this task. 
(Further details on the administration of the Plan are presented in Chapter 5.)

Plan administration would also involve annual monitoring and review of the progress
towards achievement of the management strategies identified.  A comprehensive Plan
review and revision will be conducted every 5 years. 

7.2  Public Involvement
Public involvement has been an integral component of this planning process.  Community
members and organizations, private industry, land users, and local governments have been
involved throughout the planning process to develop the Plan.  The following describes the
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ways in which the general public was able to be involved in the process.     

7.2.1  La Ronge Local Advisory Board Meetings
Representatives of local communities and residential subdivisions, area trapping blocks,
recreation and environmental groups, and industries such as forestry, mining, and sand
and gravel extraction participated as members of the La Ronge Local Advisory Board. 
This Board took on an advisory role to inform the provincial government as to how local
governments, organizations, land users, and residents would prefer to address the
management of land and renewable resource use in the La Ronge area.  Local Advisory
Board meetings were generally held on a monthly basis during the time period extending
from November 1997 to May 2000.  (Appendix 12 provides a listing of the dates and
locations of the La Ronge Local Advisory Board meetings).

The La Ronge Local Advisory Board maintained an open door policy for participation of
interested community members in regular meetings.  Any individual who had an interest
in the land and resources of the area was more than welcome to participate.

7.2.2  Media Coverage
The La Ronge Northerner, a weekly newspaper published in La Ronge, provided
ongoing coverage of the planning process.  (Appendix 13 provides a listing of the titles
of the articles presented and the dates each were published).

Other media coverage included a Missinipe Broadcasting Company (MBC) noon hour
interview on April 29, 1998.  The Regional Land Manager of Saskatchewan Environment
and Resource Management’s Shield Eco-Region office was interviewed regarding the 
land use planning process and related issues.

7.2.3  Public Meetings
On April 17, 1998, a provincial government news release was issued to announce two
public meetings scheduled to be held in the communities of Sucker River and La Ronge. 
The intent of these meetings was to enhance public awareness of the La Ronge land
use planning project.  The first public meeting scheduled on April 28, 1998 at Sucker
River Reserve #156C of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band did not proceed as no public
attended the meeting, while the second public meeting was held on April 29, 1998 at the
Royal Canadian Legion in La Ronge with an attendance of 15 people.  This meeting
provided an overview of the land use planning project and allowed members of the Local
Advisory Board to individually express their thoughts on the planning process.  Minutes
of this meeting are available on request.

Public meetings were held in the communities of Hall lake, La Ronge and Sucker River
in September 2001 providing the public with opportunities to provide their comments and
concerns about the draft document.  The comments received at these public meetings
has been incorporated into this document where appropriate.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

La Ronge Local Advisory Board - the committee or group of individuals responsible for 
assisting the provincial government with the development of the management strategies
presented in the Plan.  The membership of this committee consisted of representatives
of the local governments of the communities of La Ronge, Air Ronge, and the Lac La
Ronge Indian Band, recreation and environmental organizations, residential and
recreational subdivisions and special management areas, and industries such as
tourism, forestry, mineral exploration, and sand and gravel extraction.  This board took
on an advisory role to inform the provincial government as to how local governments,
organizations, and residents would prefer to address the management of land and
renewable resources in the La Ronge area. 

Aesthetics - the natural beauty of the environment.

Aquatic - Growing or living in or near water

Cambrian - the geologic period covering the time span of 500 to 545 million years ago.

Consensus-Based Decision-Making - All those individuals who have a stake in the outcome
of a decision, reach mutual agreement on the outcome, or actions to be taken, that
resolve the issue or matter of concern.  (See Appendix 10 for the Terms of Reference
for the Local Advisory Board and the specific details of the consensus process used by
the La Ronge Local Advisory Board).

Development - The carrying out of any building, engineering, mining or any other operations in,
on or over land or the making of any material change in the use or intensity of use of
any building or land.

Diversity - a measure of the number of species and their relative abundance.

Ecosystem - an area of land or water, considered in relation to all of its components (soil, air,
water, plants, animals, microbes) and the interaction among these components and also
with humans.  As an example, a forest stand is an ecosystem, if it is viewed as an
interacting system of all those components, and not just as a group of trees.

Eco-tourism - Respectful, environmentally responsible travel to relatively undisturbed and
uncontaminated natural areas, with the following objectives:  (1) to study, admire, and
enjoy the scenery, wild plants and animals, and cultural features; and (2) to generate
social and economic benefits for the host communities (Saskatchewan Tourism).

Endangered - a species that is facing imminent extirpation or extinction (COSEWIC, 2000).

GIS (Geographical Information System) - is a system of computer software/hardware, data,
and human involvement that allows for the analyzation and presentation of the data.

Integrated Resource Management (IRM) - Management of the whole ecosystem, which
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allows for a broad range of land and resource uses and allows all affected parties the
opportunity to be involved in planning and management activities.

Landscape - an area of land which includes a variety of interconnected ecosystems.  For
example an area of hummocky terrain with boreal forest in the uplands and willow-sage
marshes in the lowland areas.  

Low impact mineral exploration - mineral exploration that does not significantly disturb the
natural landscape.  These exploration activities include geological mapping, prospecting,
surveying, line cutting by hand, geochemical sampling by hand, airborne and hand-held
geophysical surveying, and temporary trail creation by hand.  Vehicle access is limited
to existing trails and roads or the use of small all terrain vehicles and snowmobiles.

Mitigation - to reduce the severity or eliminate negative impacts resulting from a particular
activity.

Mineral exploration with significant environmental impact - The use of heavy equipment
for stripping, trenching and other activities, creation of temporary access roads, as well
as diamond drilling.

Non-Renewable Resource - a resource of limited quantity that cannot be reused or regrown
for future use.  An example is gasoline, once it is used we cannot reuse it or make new
gasoline for future use as it is of a limited quantity.

Productive Forest Land - land capable of producing merchantable stands of timber within a
‘reasonable length of time’.

Renewable Resource - a resource that can be harvested in a sustainable manner that can be
reused for other benefits or regrown for future use.  An example is harvesting forests for
merchantable timber products and then regrowing the forest for future use.

 
Riparian - the zone of vegetation found between aquatic ecosystems (e.g., rivers, creeks,

lakes, springs) and terrestrial ecosystems (e.g., upland areas).

Shore land - the land between high and low water marks that adjoins land to water.

Species of Special Concern - a species that is of special concern because it is particularly
sensitive to human activities or natural events, but does not include extirpated,
endangered, or threatened species (COSEWIC, 2000).

Sustainable use - the use of an organism or ecosystem at a rate within its capacity for renewal
or regeneration. 

Terrestrial - Growing and living on land; of the Earth.

Threatened - a species that is likely to become an endangered species if nothing is done to 
reverse the factors leading to its extirpation or extinction (COSEWIC, 2000).
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Tourism - travel more than 80 kilometres for the purposes of business or pleasure (source?). 
An export industry 

Water-bodies - collections of water such as lakes, sloughs, rivers, or creeks.




